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THE ARAMAISMS IN THE FSALMS 

I. Introductory Kemarks. 

1} The Scope. 

The above title suggests in a general way the topic to 

be considered. Naturally 42 subject of this kind permits varied 

treatment. The rhilologist, the grammarian, the exegete — each, 

guided by his yeculiar interest, will present the matter in such 

@ manner 28 to lay emphasis on that phase of the topic which to 

his mind is most essential. To us, also, this subject is of a 

special interest. We are concerned with the Aramaisms in the 

Fsalms as evidence of their date of canposition. ‘We are inter- 

ested in finding out what part Aramaisms play in fixing the date 

of the Isalms. ‘his interest, then, will determine, in a general 

way, the scope of the following discussion. 

2) The Fravalent Opinion. 

The prevelent opinion among scholars regarding the Aramaisms 

as marks of age is this: The apyearence of one or more of these 

words in any document stamps that document or, at least, that por— 

tion of the document which contains the words es post—-exilic. 

Frof. Kautsch, who is usually recognized to be an authority on the 

subject of Aramaisms, verifies this statement: 

"Mian argumentiert vielmehr einfach ex concessis, 

wed man z. B. geltent macht, ein Wort wie {Oo Ende, 
das als SNquivalent des genuinhebru¥ischen yp nur drei- 
mal im Koheleth, je einmal im Joel und in ader Chronik, 

dagegen fttnfma] im aramfischen Taniel vorkomme, sei 
dadurch es ipso als ein spt eingedrungener. ,Aramaismus’ 
erwiesen, und sein Vokommen im Joel gentige somit allein, 
dieser Frophetenschrift ihren Platz unter den nachexilischen 
Erzeuguissen der hepr#ischen Literatur anzuweisen." 

(Kattsch, Die Aramaismen im Alten Testament, Halle, 1902, 
ped.) 
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The above principle, then, applied to the Fsalms means 

that the origin of the Fsalms — at least of the majority 

of them — due to the Aramaisms, must be assigned to the 

post-exilic period or even later. 

This method of fixing the date of the Psalms is followed 

by many of the greatest scholarse A few quotations selected 

from their writings will show their position. 

Briggs states: "It is full of Aramaisms and late." (The 

International Crit ical Commentary, New York Scribner's,1906, 

Psalms, Volell, pe520.) Again: "The Aramaic 27)? is also an 

evidence of late date” (opecit Volell,pe2le). 

Beethgen, cited by Frof. J. D. Tavis, says: "A couple of 

strong Aramaisms in the first part (thet is verses 3 and b of 

Fsalm 19) make it advisable not to dete this part either before     the time of Job" (The Frinceton ‘'heol. Review, Vol-III,No.d, 

ped71l.e Since the original copy was not available, this refer- 

ence could not be verified). 

Cheyne mekes this statement: "The Aramaism mn » not to 

urge YP? confirms the naturel view that this Fsalm (Fsalm 19) 

of creation is ,ost-exilic" (The Frinceton Zheol. Keview, Vol. 

III, NoeS, 7e571e Also this reference could not be verified. 

due to the fact that the original source wes not available.). 

In stating that the titles of the Fsalms are syurious, which 

is the same as saying the Fsalms were not written at the time of 

Tavid, but at a much later date, Driver advances, as one of the 

reasons for his yosition, this: "Some (Fsalms) have pronounced 

Aramaism." (Driver, 4n Introduction to the Literature of the Old 

Testament, Scribners, New York, 1922, p.374.) In another place 

Driver says of certain Fsalms: “The rest in these two books will 

Be ee



  

  

be post-exilic, some, perhaps, late in the post—exilic : 

period - especially those Psalms in which Aramaisms cece 

are marked." (Driver, op.Cite, p.585-) 

Kau®sch expresses himself thus: "Dene gegentlber ¢getraue ich 

mich jodoch nunmehr zu behaupten: abgesehen von einigen 

wenigen Beispielen ist ein zue#felloser 4ramaismus immer 

ein® starke Instanz itir die Ansetzung des betr. Abschnitts 

in exilischer oder nachexilischer Zeit." (Kautzsch,op.cit., 

pel0i.) 

The argumentation as has just been explained is followed 

by most scholarse But mention must be made of the fact that a 

aiiverence exists as to the importance attached to ite Some 

scholars consider the argument fremhe zramaisms as secondary 

proofe In view of this, Kautzsch spesks of "strengthening" of 

the proofs for the late origin of a Biblical book by pointing to 

several Aramaisms. (Kahtzsch, opeCite, pede) 

3) The Ground for Claimse 

Those men wi? entertain the view that Arameisms in the Fsalms 

indicate a late origin justify their stand by appealing to his— 

tory.e History states thet for some centuries eiter tne exile the 

people of ¥alestine were belingual, speaking Aramaic for ordinary 

puriroses, but still at least understanding Hebrew, and that during 

this period, due to the conditions obtaining in Felestine, Hebrew 

began to decline and Aramaic to gain the ascendancy (Ensy.Brit.). 

From this fact they make the inference that a Hebrew document, or 

at lesst a portion of such a document, which is marked by sramaic 

words, must have been written during this time when one would ex- 

pect Aramaic elements to have been taken over into the Hebrew, and 

  

   



  

that since the fsalms — a majority, at least — are bestrewn 

with Aramaisms, these had their origin in the yost-exilic 

period or even later. 

4) The Flan of Discussion. 

If one judges from the array of scholars quoted above, it 

Would seem as though the final word hes been ssid in respect to 

the Aramaisms of the Psalms as proof of their date. And because 

of the recognized scholarship of these men one might readily be 

inclined to give credence to their conclusions. ‘ihe consequences, 

however, which these involve are of such a nature as to forbid 

the acceptance of the views oz these scholars as decisive without 

first investigating the evidence involved for one's self. There— 

iore, an investigation shell now be uncertaken in order to arrive 

at some conclusions independently. «According to the nature of the 

eupiecks the investigation will divide itself into two distinct 

phases ‘he one has to do with the history; the other, with the 

languagee ‘Those phases, then, will determine the divisions of the 

Zoilowing discussion. In the first part, the sramaisms of the 

Isalms, as evidence of their date, will be studied on the basis of 

history.e In the second part, this subject will be studied on the 

basis of language. 

5) The Aramaisms Definode 

Such a discussion as has been proyosed must necessarily be 

prefaced by a definition of an Aramaisme The definition thet is 

usually accepted by scholars Kautzsch puts in these words: 

"Die Boze ichnunggine s elltestamentlichen Wortes als. 
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;Aramaismus" diirfte alter Gewohnheit zufolge immer 
von der Voreussetzung ausgehen, dass es sich um 
ein dem Hebraischen ursprtinglich fremdes, aber 

infolge des vielf&ltigen Verkehrs mit den benachbarten 
Arem¥ern ins Hebr#ische eingedrungenes und vielleicht 
soger vollstindig eingeburgertes Llement handle." 
(Keutzsch, opeCite, pede) 

According to this explanation the distinguishing feature of an 

Aramaism is that it is a loan-word, a loan—word in the Hebrew 

from Aramaic. ilxcluded, then, from all consideration are those 

words, which are common property of both Hebrew and Aramaic. due 

to the origin of the two languages from the same Grundsprache. 

This definition is acknowledged by Kautzsch. but with some 

modification. He extends the definition by classing as an éra— 

maism also those words which appeared in early Hebrew, but, having 

been lost, were subsequently introduced in a new meaning into 

Hebrew by way of the Aramaic. His expression on this point is: 

"Unm§glich ist es immerhin nicht, dass ein 

ursemitischer Stamm oder Ausdruck in einem Dialekt 
vollst#ndig erloschen war und erst nachtru¥glich aus 

einem anderen wieder eingefilart wurde." (Kautzsch, 
OpeCite, pete) 

4s there may be some words whose history is such as has just been 

set forth, the added specification of Kautzsch is not altogether 

out of place. But as a standard, according to which words should 

pe classified, it is impracticable. For, in trying to make it 

bear in the case of certain words, one is never able to avail hin- 

self of any facts from which to make his conclusion, but can only 

hazard a guesSe 

Furthermore, Kautzsch limits the general definition inasmuch 

as he excludes al] loan-words which have come into Hebrew from the 

Aramaic at an early age and which, consequently, have lost their 

foreign character and become an essential element of Hebrew. In 

his own words he expresses it thus: 
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"Durch die oben von uns angenommene lefinition 
des Begriffs ‘Aramaismus' f811t aber noch ein 
anderer Kreis von St&mmen und wWértern ausser Be 
tracht, dessen Vorhandensein analog einer Iulle 
verwandter Erscheinungen in anderen Sprachen auch itr 
das Hebrijische a priori verausgeseétzt weden mlUsste, 
selbst wenn der Nachweis konkreter Belege nur teilweise 

gelingen sollte. Ich meine solche Lehnwtiter, die 
schon frtlhzeitig undkwar naturgeniuss gerade aus dem 

Bereich des Aramtischen ins Hebraesche eingedrungen 
Sind, hier aber in einem solchen Grade Bhrgerrecht er— 

lengt haben, dass von einem 'Fremdwort' keine lkede mehr 
sein kanw." (Kautzsch, opeCite, peSe) 

From this statement it becones evident how Kautzsch would neve 

  

the general definition understood. for him the Aramaic words 

which have cone into Hebrew divide themselves into two groupse 

On the one hand there are those words which are not consciously 

telt to be foreign words; on the other, those which are consc ious— 

ly perceived to be foreigm. This latter group he defines as   
4ramaisms. ‘io sum up: Kautzsch defines an «ramaism as a loan-word 

in the Hebrew from the Aramaic which the Hebrew writers perceived 

to be distinctly foreign wordse 

A study of Aramaisms on the basis of this definition will 

show that it is untenable. For, in trying to classify ~\a , the 

question on which everything hinges and which would have to be 

answered is, Did David perceive it to be a foreign word or not? 

4s no records exist which indicate Tavid's impressions when he em=— 

ployed 2, no one will be able to say that this word is an Ara- 

maism nor will any one, it must be admitted, be able to maintain, 

the same condition existing, that it is not an aramaism. ‘the con— 

clusion is evident: No words could ever be aefinitely called 4ra— 

maisms. Kautzsch himself admits the impossibility of knowing 

whether a word is perceived to be foreign or note He says: 

"Ob aber ein solchey sramaismus vom lebendigen 
Sprachgefalil also Fremawort efnfunden wurde oder : 
nicht, dass entzieht sich leider unserem Urteil." 

(Kautzsch, Opes it e9 pel0.)
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According to his ovm definition, how can he consistently 

point to some forty words of the Fsalms as "zweifellose 

aramaismen"? liobert Dick wilson defines an sAramaism thus: 

"dn sramaism is an 4ramaic word which has 

been taken over into another language, and used 
instead of, or tor lack of, a nitive word." 

(Princeton theol.Keview, Vol.AXIII,Noe2,p.254e) 

Spesking particularly with reference to the Hebrew language, 

he explains an Aramaism in these words: 

"An Aramaism in a Hebrew document must be de- 

fined as an saramaic word which the writer of the 
Hebrew document has used to denote a thing, or to 

express a thought, either because there was no 
Hebrew word that he could equally well employ, or 
because he was himself strongly under Aramaic in- 

fluence, or because he wanted to show off his ac- 

quaintance with foreign tonguese" (A Scientific 
Investigation of the Old estament, Kobert Lick 
Wilson, Sunday School Times, Fhiladelphia, 1926, 
pel40) 

Suggested, then, by the points in which the above explan- 

ations largely agree, the definition adopted anda adhered to in 

this treatise is: 4n A4remaism is a word belonging to the Aramaic 

language which has been used in the Hebrew because the writer 

was unacquainted with a word in his ow language.which would 

adequately express his idea,or because he was unable to dis— 

tinguish between saramaic words and the domestic words of the 

language in which he was writing, or because he had some syecial 

purpose in view when he used the word.
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II. The Study on the Basis of History. 

1) The Testimony of the Bible. 

In studying the proposed subject on the basis of history, 

an attempt will be made to establish the part that the Aramaisms 

played in the Semitic civilization, esyecially in the Hebrew 

Civilization. As the primary source of information about these 

people, the Bible comes into consideration. 

Shortly after the time of Noah, in the second generation, 

the Aranjgan people made their first appearance. (Gen.10,22.25.) 

Althouga at this early time they were but a tribal family, they 

very quickly assumed prominence and their name became attached 

to the district which they occupied. Already at the time of the 

patriarchs their land was recognized as a distinct country. (Gene 

28,226.) ‘While the Israelites were still ruled by judges, a por— 

tion of these had already an established goverment with a king 

at the head and was powerful enough to subjugate the. Children of 

Isreel and keep them in bondage for eight years. (Judges 5,8.) 

During the reign of Saul and David another flourishing Aramaean 

kingdom played into historye (1 Sam.14,47; 2 Sam.8,35; 2 Sam.10,6.) 

Even after the division of the kingdom the sramaeans continued to 

be a powerful people, warring and negotiating with Israel and 

Judshe thus the Aramaean nation was a rival and neighbor of Israel 

from Abraham's time until the Israelite kjngdom passed from history. 

Moreover, it was no mean rival. ‘The extent of its territory 

speaks for no insignif icant prestige. According to szmos 1,5, sra— 

maean territory extended from Damascus to Aven. So large was the 

territory that topographically it was divided into districts: Aram— 

Nahareim, Aram—-Damascus, Aram=4obah, and :.erhaps several others. 

(Gen.28,2; 2 Sam.8,5; 2 Sam.10,6-) As to power the Aramaeans were 

no mean match for the Israelites. In the early .eriod of the judges 
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the Aramaeans were their masters. (Judges 3,8.) In Fsalm 60, 

in which David prays for deliverance while contending with Aram- 

Naharaim and with sram—Zobah, a formidable foe is implied. 

Having a neighbor and rival of such description, the Hebrews 

naturally hed intercourse with it. Instances of such intercourse 

are on recorde abraham journeyed from Haran, an Aramaean city, 

to Canaan. (Gen.12,5.) Eliezer visited 4ram-Naharaim to find a 

wife for his lord. (Gen.24.) Jacob traveled to Fadan~aAram. (Gen. 

28,2.) In lavid's wars with the Aramaeans this intercourse became 

very pronouncede Captives were brought into the country. (2 Same 

8,4.) Hebrew garrisons were put into the subjugated cities. | 

a
 

(2 Sam.&,6-) Negotiations were carried on in order to bring about 

peace.e (2 San.&,6.) The Hebrew form of government which was placed 

over the subdued Aramaean people necessitated intercourse. Juring 

Solomon's time an era of commerce and trade was ushered in. (1 King 2.) 

Products were gathered from remote countries. (1 Kings 10,15.22.) 

{ Evidently this commercial intercourse extended also to the nations   
! in the immediate neighborhood of Israel. In the subsequent wars 

) waged by the divided kingdom with the Aramseans delegations passed 

back and forth. (1 Kings.20.) Ahas introduced Aramaean architecture. 

(2 Kings 16,10.) 

This intercourse between the Aramaeans and Israelites could not 

go on Without bringing the Aramaic language into contact with the 

Hebrew. For this contact the Biblical records offer proof. hen 

Laban and Jacob hed erected a peace memorial, the one gave it an 

Aramaean names; the other, a Hebrew. (Gen.51,47-) David had as a 

scribe at his court Shaysha. (1 Chr.18,16.) MThe opinion held con- 

cerning this man is thet he was an 4ramaean, employed at Tevid's 

court to handle foreign affairs. (Hastings, Dictionary of the Bible, 

New York Scribners, 1909, pe842.) The conclusion suggests itself, 

eee
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then, that at Tavid's time the diplomatic language possibly 

  

was Aramaic. At the time of Sannacherib's invasion the Hebrew 

captains ask that the contemplated conference be held in Aramaic, 

| indicating thereby that already at this time «ramaic was "the 

; international language of business and diplomacy." (Davis, 

Dictionary of Bible, The Westminster Fress, Philadelphia ,1924, 

pe49.) Jeremiah uttered a short speech against idols in Aramaic. 

(Jer .e10,11.) 

2) The Testimony of the Monuments. | 

This information about the Arameeans, drawn from the Bible, 

e
S
 

e
e
e
 

is corroborated and supplemented by statements in the monuments. 

As the originel documents are not available, the evidence from 

this source is taken from the works of reliable scholars who have 

examined the documents. Breasted lmows of Aramaean peopl in Syrio- 

Palestine before 1500. (Breasted, History of Sgypt, New York,Scrib- 

ners, 1919, pe259.) Frice lists as sources of information about the 

4ramaeans the Egyptian records of Thutmose III, the Tell el—émarna 

tablets of the fifteenth century B.C., the amnals of the early 

Babylonian kings, the royal records of the séssyrian monarchs. Then, 

excavations have given to posterity a few of the original documents 

of these people from the eighthand seventh century B.C. (Frice, The 

Monuments and the 01d Testament, Judson Fress, Fhiladelphia, 1925, 

pe417.) That the 4ramaeans are mentioned in these records urges the 

conclusion that they existed at least as early as 1500 B.C. and con-— 

tinued to exist until 500 B.C. 

Furthezmore, records show that Aramaic-speaking reople settled 

among other nations at an early dates During the fifth century B.C. 

at Assouan and Bléphantine a colony of Jews existed whose language 

was Aramaic. (Boutflower, In and Arouna the Book of Daniel,london,
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1919 ,pe229 ») Finally, these extra~Biblical records bring evi- 

dence that Aramaic words crept into other languages. "The bio- 

graphy of Amenhotep, officer of Thothmes III, contains probably 

two Aramaic word, the one, merain meaning two lords, and nahrin, 
  

two rivers." (Breasted, Egypt II, 585,581. Cited by K.Dick Wilson 

in Princeton Theole Review, VoleXXIII, Noe2Z, pe257- Breasted's 

hook not being available, this reference could not be verified.) 

3) The Conclusion. 

With this knowledge of the aramaeans and of their relation 

with the Hebrews based on facts from the Bible and corroborated by 

the monuments, one can readily see that Aramaic words may have 

cropt into the Hebrew during the entire period from Abraham dow 

to the time of Ezra, and one might reasonably expect to find Aramaic 

words in the works of Moses as well as in the works of the writers 

aiter his time. Furthermore, one mignt expect to find Aramaisms in   Psalms which antedate the rost-exilic period. ‘io turn to the period 

after the exile as the only time in which Aramdisms may have been   embodied in the Hebrew is putting a false construction on historical 

factse | 

The claim, therefore, that due to 4ramaisms the Fsalms are post— 

exilic is unfounded. All history testifies against such argumenta- 

tion. Kautzsch himself admits it to be self-evident that Arameaisms 

in the sense in which the term was defined above and is used in this 

discussion entered the Hebrew. He puts the thought in the form of 

@ question, expecting an answer in the affizmat ive: 

"Ist es nun nicht selbstverstundlich, dass auch das 
alte Israel bei dem Ubergang vom Nomadentum zu éckerbau, 
Garten-und Weinbsy eine Menge neuer Bezeichnungen ins— 

besondere sogenannte Kunstausdrticke, aus dem Bereich der 
hOxheren Kultur, in die es eintrat, tibernehmen musste, 
und zwar nicht blos von den Kanaanitern, sondern auch 
von den Aramfern, mit denen es im Norden und Nordosten 

a i . ree
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des Landes in steter Bertthrung stand?" (Kautzsch,op.cit, ., 
ped) 

  

It was stated before that one might expect saramaic words to 

have been enbodied in the early Hebrew documents as well as the 

| late. This anticipation becomes a reality on the basis of claims 

which critics themselves make. ‘The claim is made by critics that 

certain words are Aremaisms. Kautzsch, for example, lists 155 5 

words which are Aramaisms to his mind without & doubt. 4n examina— 

tion of this list reveals the fact that these words are found in 

almost 311 the books of the Old Testanent, in Genesis, Uxodus, 

Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy, Joshue, Judges, Kuth, the two 

books of Samuel, the two books of Kings, the two books of Chronicles, 

Szra, Nehemiah, Esther, Job, Fsalms, Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Isaiah, 

Jeremiah, Lamentation, Ezekiel, Daniel, Joel, Jonah, Habakkuk, 

Haggai and 4echariah. Furthermore, critics hold that at least some   of these books are pre-exilic. 4n attempt to harmonize these two 

Claims necessitates the admission that Aramaic words exist in pre—   
exilic documents. ‘hus, on the seme ground on which critics plant 

their deductions, stand the conclusions to which the facts of his— 

tory lead. 

4) The. Argunent in a Circle. 

When critics, however, s@ meet with the situation that.a word 

which they have stamred @s an Aramaism occurs in an evidently early 

document, they say the word is a late gloss or the portion of the 

document which contains the word is a late addition. Here, then, 

the argument is: a late word, therefore a late document. At an- 

Other ylace this argument is found: a late document, therefore a 

late worde A logician will immediately see that here is a fine 

example of the argument in a-circle. Such reasoning is discredited
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in any kind of discussion and cannot be conntenanced here. 

5) Additional Considerations. 

As to the Fsalms in yarticular, if one calls to mind the _ 

author of most of the Fsalms and the time in which they must 

have been written, the Aramaisms in these Fsalms seem still less 

unusuel. Hirst of 211, lavid was a literary man and as such he, 

undoubtedly, had an aytitude for other languages. If, then, in 

his writing he should use a borrowed word, it should not be con= 

sidered otherwise than naturalelavid was a king. In this capacity 

he had to associate with Aramaean dignitaries and enbassies. it 

is most nitural to think that in this way he would adopt an Aramaic 

word here and there. ‘The time in which these lavidic Fsalms were 

written was one in which the intercourse existing between the 

Aremagans and israelites was beyond the ordinary. Usyecially in 

such a time one might expect to find Aramaic traces in the Hebrew.     
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Ill. The Study on the Basis of Language. 

1) The Nature and Plan of Discussion. 

With what has been said above, the ;roblem connected with 

determining the date of the Fsalns from the presence of sramaisams 

has been definitely settled. The Aramaisms do not indicate post— 

exilic origin. «And, therefore, this discussion might be brought 

to 2 close. But there is another phase to the subject which de- 

serves consideration in a treatise of this kind, if it is to be 

complete. Some attention ought to be given the linguistic side of 

the problem. hile it is true that any new consideration, no matter 

what the result to which it leads may pe jf ya33 not overthrow the 

conclusion which has been made in the previous section. It may, 

however, strikingly confirm that conclusion. 

In the following section, then, of this treatise the Aramaisms 

of the Isalms as evidence of their date of composition will be in- 

vestigated as a problem of language. This procedure will shift the 

discussion somewhat. Instead of the question whether the 4ramaisms 

are evidence, the question whether the words claimed to be Aramaisms 

are really iramaisms will be the topic for consideration. ‘he rela— 

tion thet this question has to the main issue is very eppsrent. If 

the words held to be Aramaisms are in reality not such, then the 

ent ire structure which has been built on the foundation of Aramaisms 

falls. In other words, all theorizing about sramaisms will be dis- 

credited because of a false premise. 

In taking up this investigation to see whether words considered 

to be Aramaisms are really such, an examination of the general 

methods and principles which are put into practice in order to 

Classify words will first be undertaken. ‘thereupon will follow an 

examination of the individual words of the Fsalms which have been 

regarded as Aramaisms to see whether the evidence justified their   
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being classed as suche 

2) General Methods and Principles Examined. 

a) Assumptions Answered. 

The gist of the argumentation which is observed in order 

to show that a word is an Aramaism is as follows: If a word 

occurs infrequently, if it occurs in late documents, and if the 

same word is widely used in Aramaic, then it foilows that the 

word is an Aremaisme The concise form in which the argumentation 

has been presented may arouse the suspicion that the case has been 

misrepresented. It is well, therefore, to insert the requirements 

for Aramaisms listed by Kautzsch, two of which, if they are found 

in a suspicious word, are sufficient, as he claims, to confirm it 

as an Aramaism.e His words ares 

"41s Lehnw§rter aus dem Aram#ischen sind mit 
absoluter Sicherheit eigentlich nur solche Stummne und 
WSrter zu betrachten, die, 

a) in einer dem. Aram&ischen eigenttimlichen Wort— 
form auftreten; 

b) mindesten aus dem Bereich des ‘Westaram¥ischen 
und zwar in der gleichen Bedeutung als durchaus gew8hn- 

lich, dagegen aus dem Kanaanitischen und Siidsemetischen 
tberhaupt nicht zu belegen sind (letztere Bedingung hat 
nattirlich auch dann als erflilt zu gelten, wenn das frag- 
liche Wort erwiesenexmassen erst als aramAisches Lehnwort 
ins Arabische eingedrungen ist); 

c) sich in der sicher vorexilischen Literatur 
entweder gar nicht oder nur in anderer (dem Aram¥ischen 
umbekannter) Bedentung finden, seit dem Exil aber so 
hatifig werden, dass Hltere genuine—hebriiische Stumme 
und Wurter geradezn durch sie verdrdngt erscheinen." 
(Op.cit., pel5e) 

To sum up the argument: If a word meets with the given re- 

quirements, it is an 4ramaisme Now, in order to hold in many in- 

stances that this is the necessary conclusion which follows from 

the given premises certain assumptions are involved. 

The first of these is: An internal develoyment is a negli- 

gible factor in the Hebrew vocabulary. «an internal develoxment 
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is to be understood as changes taking place within the vocabulary 

of a language itself in distinction from an external develoyment, 

which is a changing in the vocabulary due to words coming in from 

Some other language. 

4n example will serve to illustrate the line of argument and 

the supyosition involved. In speaking of 21 P "war", Kautzsch 

concludes thet this word must be viewed as an Aramaism and then 

adds as one of his reasons "das ganz spite Auftauchens des Wortes 

an Stelle von 12N¢4." (Kautzsch, op.cit.p.5.) Evidently the 

principle here established is this: because an older word, meaning 

"war", is replaced in later documents by another word, meaning 

"war", the latter must be regarded as borrowed. Stated different— 

ly, the thought is that the idea of war as far as the Hebrew is 

concerned ought always be expressed by the same word, even after 

the passing of centuries. And this is the same as saying the 

Hebrew vocabulary remains fixed unless words enter from without. 

the possibility that such a word like 2) Pp might be borrowed 

must be granted. But this is by no means the only way of explein- 

ing the replacement of one word by another of the same meaning. 

It is a known fact that the vocabulary of a nation changese That 

of a Shekespeare is not the same as that of a writer of today. 

Likewise, the German spoken by Luther varies from the German of the 

present century. What holds true in the case of ricdern languages 

holds true in the classics. ‘he Latin of sugustine's day does not 

re ; 

have the seme vocabulary as the Latin of 4ugustus! dey. The Churches 

of Faul would have found some difficulty in reading a letter of 

Aristotle. In the light of these analogies, it is not unreasonable 

to expect changes in the Hebrew vocabulary. It is true thet these 

changes may. not be So great as those in other languages. Neverthe- 
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less, their existence camot be denied entirely. Green holds 

this view: "The Hebrew underwent a considerable change between 

the beginning and the end of the Old Testament." (Green, op. 

Cite,pe2l.) 

Since changes might reasonably be expected in the Hebrew 

language, these may be accounted for on the analogy of other 

languages in other ways besides regarding them due to this that 

words were taken over from the Aramaic. Words drop their original 

meaning and assume neW Rake the English word "conversation" 

at one time it meant conduct", now it means "talk". Or the word 

"let"; originally "hinder", now "allow". Or the word "careful": 

originally “anxious", now "cautious". Take the German "Leute''s 

originally "soldiers", "servants"; now "people". Take the Greek 

     x9 
Evndys ex 3 originally "assembly", then "church". When, therefore, 7 - 

it is claimed that, although the verb 1 P” has the special meaning’ 

"to be honored", the noun TR? did not develop the specific meaning 

"honor", but borrowed it from Aramaic, a deduction is made which does 

not necessarily followe 

Another way of accounting for internal changes in a vocabulary 

is the coining of new words. Every living language is confronted 

with the necessity of making new words to express its thoughts. ‘hus 

in the English language some recently coined words are: solarium, 

rotogravure, normalcy, mortuary, "enthuse, ‘pep In the Greek, it is 

suggested that oyvalwodo leca is a coined word. (Peake, Ex- 

positor's Greek New Testament, Vol.I1I, pe542.) Consequently, it 

is not unreasonable to expect a number of words to have been coined 

in Hebrew. 

The suggestion that certain Hebrew words may have changed 

their meaning and that certain words were coined as occasion demand— 

ed becomes more plausible when one remembers the time interval in



  

  

which this might have taken place. fFour hundred years show 

noticeable changes in this respect in the inglish language; 

four centuries are enough to stamp words considered good usage 

in Iuther's day as obsolete; three centuries are sufficient time 

. Lor the Xo« ry to supplant classic Greek. with a language, 

then, whose literature is distributed over a period of 1100 years, 

as the Hebrew, there is to be expected a noticeable differeme be— 

tween the vocabulary of the early documents and that of the late. 

Furthermore, 2 transition from a nomadic to a national life, such 

as the Hebrews experienced, syeaks for a more than ordinary lan- 

guage develoyment, esyecially as regards the making of new wordse 

Objection may be raised to the discussion above on the grounds 

that the allegations of critics have been misconstrued. For nowhere 

do they make the claim that the Hebrew language remains unchanged   internally. in fact, statements might be gleaned where the contrary 

is asserted. Although it cannot be denied thet certain statements 

on the pert of critics are an indication that they are not unaware 

of internal changes in Hebrew, yet the disregard for this fact in 

the consideration of some words justifies the detailed treatment 

of this pointe 

4 second assumption involved in the arguments for regarding 

certain words as Aramaisms is: The Hebrew language is stereotyped. 

That is to say, a certain thought in Hebrew is always clothed in 

the some word and a certain word is confined to one meaning. ‘hat 

such an assumption is made seems unnatural; in fact so much so that a 

one begins to question whether such a supposition is made at alle , 

The following examples, however, will readily show that the above 

statement is based on facts. In his treatment of the word “nd 

Kautzsch says: 
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"Dagegen entspricht es in der Bedentung 
gemeinaramfischen XN) , mag dort auch der 
Begriff d. Schlagens, denau wie bei hebr. ~ '. 

N>DN, je nach dem 4usammenhang zu dem des 
Erschlagens gesteigert sein." (Kautgsch, ope 
Cite, peb4e) 

That the author makes this statement in order to establish the 

meaning of the word NN arouses no objection. But that he 

takes this as evidence for stamping XNas en Aramaism is un- 

warranted. ‘o say that because nen is the usual Hebrew word 

for "to smite", NN4, which has the same meaning cannot be a 

Hebrew word is 2 non-sequitur.e This would be a virtual denial of 

the existence of synonyms in Hebrew and would be ascribing to the 

Hebrew language a characteristic which is not found. 

any such view of the Hebrew vocabulary must be changed when 

one reviews a few notations which Green makes on the Hebrew lan—- 

gusgee He states: 

"The language shows in some direction at least a 
remarkable richness of terms, an affluence even of 
synonyms. ‘Thus there are eight terms denoting dark 
ness of various grades or variously conceived; there 
are seven or eight names for lions of different species 
ox different ages; four names for the ox; eleven for 
rain of different sorts or various intensity; eighteen 
words meaning to break different materials or in dif= 

ferent ways; ten for the act of seeking and nine for 
the act of dying." (Green, General Introduction to the 
Old estament Text, Scribners, New York, 1925, pedl.) 

Again, in his remarks on P1™ Kautzsch states: 

"Der Hltere Gebruach des Stamnes im Hebr#ischen 
14sst noch wberall die im Arab. vorliegende Grund— 
hedeutung syalten, trennen deutlich erkennen. Jagegen 
ist die Bed. auslosen, Joskaufen, befreien gemeinara— 

miische' (Kautzsch, Ope Cite, Pel4e) 

The contents of this quotation can be put thus: ihe Word P75 hes 

the meaning "to split, to separate", in Hebrew; when it appears 

in the meaning "to free" it is an dramaism. ‘The assumption is 

evident: a) as far as it is a Hebrew word has one meaning. To 

assume, however, that a Hebrew word has one meaning is unwarranted. 
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For it is an unquestioned characteristic of Hebrew words to 

have primary and secondary, root and derived meanings. Some- 

times the meanings that a word has do not show any relation 

in thought. ‘hus the verb TIX) is capable of expressing "to 

enjoy" and "to despises" (Green, OpeCite, pedde) 

A third assumption is: In Hebrew litersture the diction is 

specified and determined by the form of compoattlone by stylistic 

tastes of authors and by the subject matter only in a negligible 

Gegree, so that these literary considerations can be discounted in 

discussing the usage of words. Objection will be raised to this 

charge on the grounds that facts heve been misrepresented. For 

in some instances, at least, Kant zach concedes the possibility of 

& word having a poetic usage and, consequently, places it emong 

his list of doubtful #«remaisms. He states: 

"Und da die Hauptmasse der hebruischen Foesie 
nech dem heutigen Stand der Literarkritix erst aus 
dem Zeitrawn des Exils und der nachexilischen Zeit 
stemme, so sei es kein Wunder, wenn uns zahlreiche 
alte poetische WUrter erst in so splitter Zeit entgegen- 
trewten. Gewiss mag es sich in einer “nzahl von 
Fillen so verhalten." (Ksutzsch, opeCite, pe7e) 

In answer to this objection it must be said that, although the pos— 

sibility that diction is determined by literary considerations. is 

recognized, an acknowledgment does not vouch for its ayplicat ion. 

In the remarks on 12, the fect that this word occurs only in 

poetry is passed over in silence. ‘The procedure, portrayed in 

this instance, justifies the conclusion that the above assumption 

is made. The validity of this assumption will now be put to-a test. 

Does the form of composition qualify the vocabulary of Hebrew 

literature? As prose and poetry are the two forms of composition 

which come into consideration, the discussion will be limited to 

these twoe It is universally recognized that, although roetry has 
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& vocabulary in the main the same as prose, it employs many 

words peculiar to itself. This guality is demonstrable in the 

English language. Frof. Larle, warning his students against 

using poetic words in prose, lists the following examples of 

words peculiar to poetry: brethren, for brothers; charger, palfrey, 

Steed, for horse; welkin, for sky; whilome, for once; ere, for be- 

fore; vale, for valley; thrall, for stave; thraldom, for slavery. 

(Earle, English Frose, pel53.) On the analogy of the English one 

might expect to find differences in the diction of Hebrew poetry 

and Hebrew prosee Moreover, that this is actually the case is 

confirmed by scholars. in syeaking about the Hebrew vocabulery, 

Green ssys: "Zhe differences created in Hebrew by different 

species of composition are considerable and important." (Green, 

Ope Cite, pel9.) Then, to prove his point, he lists twelve words 

which sre used only in poetry in the stead of a2 commonplace prose 

word. They ares 9X, NIDX, n69 for the yrose word 271 

"word" s 123 for Z\>X "man"; ily for Dax man" s 

na N for 73a "declare"; EP for XID" come"; Sx 

gor 4Y undo"; 20 A tor Y AI "plant"; 2) p for non 2 

"var"; > for 2} "gold"; and 22 for x9 "not". 

In view of this well established characteristic of the Hebrew lan- 

guage, it is unreasonable when sn unusual Hebrew word makes its ap— 

pearance in the Fsalms, as for instance 2 and nan » to assitm it 

to the class of Aramaisms without taking cognizance of ail phases 

oi the word. 

Does the individual taste of an author influence the diction 

employed in certain documents? Is the fact that certain words are 

used by certain writers, while another writer enploys another word 

expressing a similar thought, to be accounted for in the way that 

the latter borrowed from the Aramaic or that the latter was guided 
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in his choice by his peculiar tastes? That each author employs 

words peculiar to himself is a know fact. 4s an appellation 

for Jesus a sectarian writer favors "Master"; a Lutheran writer, 

"Savior". This assertion is the result of an investigation of 

religious literature. In one sezmon of the former class “liaster" 

occurs six times; "Savior", notiat all.in one belonging to the 

latter class, "Savior" is found three times; "Master", not at all. 

Thayer lists 137 words peculiar to Matthews 1,026,to Mark; 851, to 

Luke; and 153, to John. Nevertheless, no one would pe inclined to 

regard this out of the ordinary. 

A parallel in the New Testament will serve to illustrate the 

case in yoint. ‘he usual word in the New Testament for death is 

AJarazcos 3 it occurs 115 times in the entire New Testament; seven 

times in Matthew. FPeculiarly, however, Matthew uses in one instance, 

(2,15) cedevra, for death. On the basis of these figures it would 

be absurd to conclude that Terevts is a foreign word. ‘he vecur= 

rence of this word must be attributed to the individuality of 

Matthew. 

While the examples vhich have been proposed compel one to make 

the inference that the Hebrew writers selected their words accord- 

ing to theix ow likes and dislikes, the most striking yroof for 

this procedure is offered by the Hebrew itself. mos, the shepherd— 

prophet, for example, uses the words -p°yo (2,13) ana O Asia. \ 

(5,11), which occur only With this writer and poculiarly enough be- 

tray a shepherd's language. (Dr. Fuerbringer, “inleitung in das 

Alte Testament, St. Louis, 1915, pe83e) If, then, some more unusual 

words make their appearance in the Fsalms, the possibility dare not 

be overlooked that these are result of the taste and peculiarities 

of the author. 
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Is the diction Getermined by the subject-matter also in 

Hebrew? To answer this let the following analogies serve. The 

twenty—seventh chapter of 4cts presents portionally an unusual 

amount of hapax legommena. As the author and the style remain 

the same for this chapter as for the other chapters, this ir— 

regularity must be accounted for by the subject-matter. UThe yor- 

trayal of the shipwreck of Faul and its perils necessarily called 

for infrequent words. The Gospel of St. John has 114 words found 

only in this document; his epistles have ‘eleven such wordSe «gain, 

since the author is the same and the style more or less the same, 

the subject-matter must determine largely the vocabulary. ‘Thus, 

the vocabulary of the Fsalms will naturally deviate in some in- 

stances from that of some other books, for its subject-matter is 

not historical nor legal, but didactic and reflective. 

Tne rather detailed consideration which has been undertaken 

in the above paragraphs will serve to dmpress this that the as- 

sumptions made in connection with certain words are unsound. Con- 

sequently, these words, which have been definitely called Arama— 

isms, grow questionable. 

b) Grounds Investigated. 

A close investigation of the grounds for mie poRsnies @ word to 

be an Aramaism discloses three of a general nature. «s these are 

prought to bare in the discussion of various words time and again, 

they shall not be considered in connection with each individual 

word, for this would necessitate needless repetition; but they 

will be taken up at once and their validity weighed. 

fhe first ground is the late appearance of a word "das spllte - 

Auftauchen eines Wortes." (Kautzsch, op.ecit.e, pe78.) Expressed 

differently, the thought is: if a word appears in a document which 
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is considered late, the word is evidently late and as such 

makes the possibility of its being an sramaism very probable. 

Granted that the lateness of a word is a strong point in favor 

of accepting the same 4s an 4ramaism = this need not necessarily 

be true - yet, this conclusion cannot stand because the premise 

is false. ‘To say a word is late because it occurs in a late 

document is a deduction which does not necessarily follow. "If 

@ late document was the only survival of @ once numerous body 

of literature, every word in it would be lates; which is absurd." 

(Wilson, A Scientific Investigation of the Old Testament, Fhila— 

delphia, Sundsy School Times, pelS52.) ‘Then, the mere fact that a 

Word appears in a document considered late does not necessarily 

say the word is lates; it may have existed in the language of the 

people long before there was occasion to use it in writing. MThis 

consideration becomes more forceful when it is called to mind 

that the extant Hebrew literature is comparatively small and is 

&11 of a religious neturee ven Kautzsch realizes the uncertainty 

connected with classifying a word as late. He says: 

"Sbenso misslich ist aber schliesslich auch das 
argunentum e silentio gegentlber dem spiiten, vielleicht 
ert nechexilischen Auftauchen eines hebr#ischen Wortes. 
Dieses Auftauchen kann sehr wohl das Wiederauftauchen 
eines an sich gut hebr#ischen, aber im Gebrauche zu- 

ruckgetretenen Wortes sein. bensogut kann es aber 
auch ein allezeit lebendiges Wort betreffeh, das nur 
uns in der wenig umfUng@ichen vorexilischen Literature 
zgufdllig vorenthalten bliebe" (Kautzsch, opcit.,p.17.) 

Even if there were sane method of definitely establishing that 

certain words are late, this would not be absolute proof of their 

being Aremaisms. In another connection it was pointed out how 

words which are evidently late might be accounted for besides re= 

garding them as borrowed. They may, namely, be newly coined 

words or words which heve divested themselves of their original 

meaning and appear in a new dresse 
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4 second ground which is urged is the infrequency of ay- 

pearance, “das szarliche Vork6mmen." ‘hat is evidently meant is 

that the rare usage of a word speaks strongly for an Aramaism. 

It must be admitted that a foreign word, as a rule, occurs in- 

frequently. But the converse cannot be admitted: an infrequent 

word is foreign. Take the word 6Wwmatwes , (Cole2,9); it oc- 

curs only once in the New Testament. Yet, this does not make it 

a foreign word. the frequency or infrequency of the use of a 

word depends on other considerstions. Sometimes the idea conveyed 

by such a word is of such a nature that an author would find little 

or no occasion to employ ite Fox example, the word for a szecial 

tyre of ax Fad will have but very limited use. Sometimes the 

peculiar connotation of a word would move an author to use a word 

in isolated instances. In that case, the whole matter would resolve 

itself into a question of stylistic differences. As such, it is 

nigh impossible for a man today to determine why a certain word, 

especially if it occurs seldom, was used by an author over two 

thousand four hundred years agoe 

4 third ground is: the word must have an established usage in 

Aramaic literatures A word which occurs infrequently in Hebrew \ 

very often occurs frequently in 4ramaice But to say that, because 

it is frequent in sramaic and infrequent in Hebrew, it is of Aramaic 

origin is a non=-sequitur. Such a word mzy have belonged to that 

common stock which was possessed by the yarent language of this 

family, and was transmitted from it to all the Semitic tongues. 

In the Aremaic, then, it may have been retained in familiar use, 

while in Hebrew it passed into comparative disuse. Various other 

considerations make such a conclusion very improbable. ‘irst: By 

far the greatest portion of words of the Aramaic and of the Hebrew 

language belong to common Semitic stock. Other things being equal, 

  

   



  

the natural conclusion wuld be, if one is.confronted with a 

word which occurs in Hebrew and in Aramaic, to regard it as com- 

mon Semitic stock. second: In Babylonian and #rabic some roots 

Which were considered Aramaisms have been discovered. This neces— 

Sitates calling such roots common Semitic stock. ‘third: "Most of 

the Aramaic documents were written by people of the Jewish race 

and religion and whose literature wes almost entirely Hebrew." 

(Wilson, Erinceton heol. Keview, Vol. XXIII, Noe2, pe252.) Ac= 

cordingly, one might expect many words, instead of being Aramaisms 

in Hebrew, to be Hebrewisms in sramaic. Frof. Wilson finds about 

six hundred such Hebrewisms. fourth: Many of the proofs offered 

to show that a word existed in zramaic is limited to an aramaic 

Gialect and to an Aramaic document only written by Jews. (Wilson, 

Princeton theole Heview, Vol. XXIII, Noe2, pe252.) This mekes the 

possibility that one is dealing with Hebrewisms instead of Arameaisms 

so much greater. lifth: Most of the Aramaic documents containing 

these words were written hundreds of years and some even a thousand 

years after the Hebrew document which is alleged to have borrowed 

theme In such cases the tossibility of an 4ramaism is very remote. 

Herewith the weakness of the general grounds for supposing a 

word to be an Aramaism has been sufficiently exposed. However, 

this refutation will call forth the objection that the various re— 

quirements have been divorced from-each other and have been con— 

sidered independently, the intention, however, being that these 

should be found together. ‘This objection is by no means insuper= 

able. ¥or if in an argument which has several premises any one of 

them is false,the entire conclusion is false, even if some of the 

premises are correct. 
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3) Kautzsch's A isms. 

Now that the discussion of the general arguments for 

accepting certain words as Aramaisms has been brought to a 

Close, an examination can be entered upon of the special 

arguments advanced for individual words. Such an examina— 

tion will take cognizance of the specific objections raised 

against a Hebrew word and the available data on eache How 

ever, it must be contimally borne’ in mind that the three gen- 

eral grounds set forth above, while not restated in connection 

with the individual words except in such cases where they present 

an additional problem, are continually urged, but that these have 

been adequately refuted. As various words in the Psalms have 

been called Aramaisms by various men and at various times, it is 

almost impossible to study every such word. Therefore, only a 

representative list of Aramaisms will be considered. As such 

Frof. Kautzsch's list has been selected. According to him there 

are forty-four Aramaic roots in the Psalms. 

As a preface to this proposed examination, a statement 

deserves to be made concerning the standards by which one may de- 

texmine whether a word is borrowed or note Skeat, a renowned 

philologist, has formated this canon: 

"When words in two different languages are 
more nearly alike than the ordinary phonetic laws « 
would allow, there is a strong probability that 
one language has borrowed the word from the other." 
(Skeat, Etomological Dictionary of English Language, 
Oxford, 1910, pexxviiie) 

In order to apply the canon it will be necessary to know 

what the phonetic laws are which govern the Hebrew,dramaic and 

Arabic languages. Frof. Robert Dick Wilson by diligent and yain- 

staking work bas prepared tables which establish these laws. Ac- 

cording to his finds "the radical sounds _? , h, by My Dp» Es Ky 
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G, 1, ny, and x are usually written uniformly. with corres- 

ponding signs........ In préomatives and suffommatives Hebrew 

h is ? in the others; and in sufformatives Hebrewm is ne In 

the other eight Or nine, counting sin) radical sounds, however, 

certain regular changes occur.” (Wilson, Scientific Investiga— 

tion of the Old Testament, pel41-) If, now, in comparing the 

consonants of Hebrew and Aramaic words, it is found that they 

make exception to the regulur changes, there is a possibility 

that the word is borrowed. ‘he principle can well be illustrated 

in the related language, German, inglish, and Dutche The English 

word "think" is "denken" in German, "denk" in Dutch. The English 

"thin" is "duanin Geman, "dun" in Iutch. The law of consonantal 

changes on the basis of these examples would be: a th in English 

is a d in German. A comparison of the word throne in English 

and the German word Thron shows that the German has a th as well 

as the English. ‘his being contrary to the regular changes, the 

suspicion is justified that the word is borrowede According to 

these phonetic laws the Hebrew and Aramaic words in most instances 

have identical soundse Only in those instances where the words 

contain consonants which are subject to change is there a possibil- 

ity of detecting on the basis of phonetics whether a word is bor= 

rowed. Thus, as far as phonetics are concerned, no evidence can 

be produced for the majority of words to show that they have been 

borrowed. 

The only way of testing this class of words, then, is on the 

basis of form and sense. If a word has a fometion that is typical 

of the Aramaic and its sense is in agreement with the Aramaic 

usus loquendi one may suspect it of having been borrowed. However, 

as the form and sense of words in the Semitic languages is the same 

in most cases, little evidence can be produced also in this respect 
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for supposing a word to be borrowede 

- VP 2 "to look after", Ps.27,4. 

Kautzsch tabulates this word as an Aramaism. (op.cit. 

pe25-) He is followed in his view by Briggs. (opcit.Vol. 

II,pe2435.) The reasons advanced to substantiate their claims 

are: ) *P2occurs late; it is rare in Hebrew; it corresponds 

in form and meaning to the Aramaic “TPp2 ana is the equivalent 

of the Hebrew TRD 3 the writers who employ this word yerceive 

it to be a foreign word. 

As to the lateness of |“p'p, it must be said that a1 the 

arguments set forth in an above paragraph to show that it is un- 

safe to say a word is late just because it appears only in late 

documents apply here. What is more, | P2occurs in the earliest 

Hebrew documents; it is found in Lev.13,56 and 27,53. Furthermore, 

1P2 occurs in a document which critics themselves consider to 

be one of the oldest; it occurs, namely, in 2 Kings 16,15. Fin- 

ally, Hebrew knows a derivative of this same root,o] 1 Pas a 

fact which indicates that the root was well established. 

Although it is generally admitted that the passage from 2 

Kings is early, nevertheless, those who consider ) P2-an Aramaism 

are not ready to discard their views on the basis of this passage. 

For they hold that according to the context this verb"denotes some 

religious service to be performed by the king himself." (R.Smith, 

The Religion of the Semites. This reference is found in Brown, 

Driver, and Briggs’ Hebrew and English Lexicon of the Old Testament.) 

This, then, would give a root meaning which is in no wise connected 

with )P2 "to look after." This attempt at interpreting VP2 in 

this passage cannot be sanctioned. For, first of all, the meaning 

"to look after" gives very good sense in this passage. Then, @ 
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verb which has the meaning "to perform sane religious cere— 

mony" would occur only in this passage. Finally, the type of 

ceremony that would be implied by such a rendition of this 

verb finds no parallel in the Old Testament. 

It is held that TP > 4s the equivalent of VERY: 

From this premise the deduction is made that because the one 

word is well established in Hebrew the other must be borrowed. 

Kautzsch's ovm words in this matter are: 

"Ter Beweis fix die Entlehnung wird sich zwar 
in zahlreichen Fallen mit ann#hernder Sicherheit 
fUhren lassen, besonders dann, e...-wenn dem 
vexichtigen Wort ein vielgebrauchtes zweifellos 
Hebriiehes Wort zur Seite geht." (Kautzsch,op.cite, 
pel0.) 

Although there is a relation in the thought conveyed by the two 

words, differences are likewise very outstanding. ‘the Hebrew 

TP? is used of visiting (1 Sam.17,18) and also of chastising 

(1s.24,21.) The word “Vp 2 occurs nowhere in the maning “to 

chastise." Level9,20 has been advanced to show that the root 

"Pp = has the meaning "to chastise." But the best rendition of 

this word is "investigation." This rendition is supported by the 

LXX. It is adopted by Koenig. In Lev. this verb occurs in two 

other passages vhere it evidently means "to investigate as a 

prieste" This meaning fits well in this passage.e Yurthermore, 

TP means "to enquire searchinglye" It is used esrecially 

in this sense, of priests and in eonnection with the ceremonial 

Jaws (Level3,36; 27,33.) The verb )\ P= is not used of visiting 

in generale Thus, that both of these verbs camnot be good Hebrew 

words on the grounds that they have the same meaning has no support. 

Again, it is held that the Hebrew writers perceived Vp 2 to 

be a foreign word because in using the word they employ the arame 

infinitive where on would expect the regular Hebrew infinitive.e 
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The section appealed to is Ezra 34,11.12. The word that occurs 

here may have the form of an Aramaic infinitive. But there 

is no reason why this cannot be a regularly formed Hebrew 

substantive from the root Pp 2. In view of such. words as 

Nn 2 a n » & substantive from the root 2) n » occurring 

already in Gen.7,22, and n2n] » from Dn], Ps 119,50, 

this explanation is very plausible. And besides, 1 P > forms 

its infinitive according to Hebrew, Ps8e27,46e 

Frof. Wilson's investigations show that TP 2 occurs 

also in Babylonian. (Wilson, Frizceton Theol. Review, VoleXXIII, 

Noe2, pez58.) As the Babylonian documents antedate both the 

Hebrew and the Aramaic documents, VP 2 camot be considered a 

word borrowed from the Aramaice It evidently belongs to common 

Senitic stock or it may be a Babylonianism in Hebrew. At any 

rate, the evidence is against its being an Aramaisme 

» -\2 "Son", Pse2,12. 

Kautzsch classes this word as an Aramaism without offering 

@ cogent reason for his view. (opecitepe2t.) Gunkel speaks of 

"12 as an "unertruglicher" Aramaiem. (Gunkel, Die Fsalmen, 

G&ttingen, 1925, pel2.) Stoeckhardt makes this note on the word: 

"Das Substant ive 12, hier und Froved1,2, ist Aramaismus ftir 

7 2 e" (Stoeckhardt, Auserwahlte Psalmen, Concordia Fub.House, 

St Louis, 1915, pe38-) Driver calls it a "strong" sramaism. 

(Driver, opeCites pe405.) 

This word, however, occurs elsewhere in Hebrew poetry besides 

here, namely, Frovedl,2. Thus the prima facie evidence points 

to a good Hebrew poetic word. In addition to this, there is reason 

to believe that 22 is a poetic word because of its connotation. 

Although both 12 and 72 mean "son," the former implies the ad- 
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ditional idea that divine power is the ultimate source of 

children in distinction from 72 which denotes a son merely 

as the natiyal offspring of parents. The grounds for believ— 

ing 12 to have this connotation is based on a Ccomrarison of 

‘the roots from which 42D and > 2 are derived. According to 

Davidson, 2 comes from x2 » & verb used only of divine 

creat ing. 12 is derived from nI2 @ verb used of a human 

act and in the special sense of begetting children. (Gen.30,35-) 

The connotat ion implied by the two words for "son" is in a 

measure reproduced in the two names for boys, Eugene and Theodore. 

The word 12 is used in this verse instead of 2 in order 

to avoid the cacophony of 12°12 e Stoeckhardt suggests this 

explanation: "Vielleicht sollte auch der Missklang V2 12 

vermeiden werdene" (Stoeckhardt, op.Cite,pe58) This view is 

also entertained by Delitzsche He remarks on this passage that 

“V2. "helps one over the dissonance of |] ]2." (Delitzsch, 

Commentary on the Psalms, T. & T. Clark, 1671, 298.) 

It is held that 3 is perceived to be 2 borrowed word he- 

cause it occurs in a passage that shows other Aramaic tracese 

The passage referred to is Frov.d1,2-5 where the Aramaic plural 

$b is found. But even if the latter word be Aramaic, that 

would in no wise say that 2 would need to be Aramaic Moreover, 

in another connection it will be shown that, although the plural 

ending PS is called by grammarians an Aramaic plural; its usage 

can be considered good Hebrewe 

Even critics who are inclined to consider every unusual word 

as an Aramaism regard 2 as a good Hebrewword. Briggs ex- 

presses himself to this effect that 12 and two other words of 

Fsalm 2 "are all good Hebrew wordse"” (Briggs, op-Ccit -VoleI,pelde) 
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Besides in Hebrew, “| is found according to Wilson, 

in Phoenician, Palestinian. Syriac, New Aramaic, Handean, 

Daniel, Ezra, Syriac, North “yriac, Egypto-sramaic, Nabatean, 

and Palmyrene.e (Wilson, Frinceton.TheolekKeview, Vol. XXIII, 

Noe2, pe260.) This array of languages and dialests leads to 

the conclusion that 2 is common Semitic stock. and, there- 

fore, as good a Hebrew word as it is Aramaice 

1 on 12 "thrust", Fs0140,12. 

Although many scholars, due to the limited information, 

leave the classification of this word an open question, Kautzsch 

accepts it as an Aramaism about which there can be no doubt. 

(Kautzsch, opecit pe25e) 

The fact to be noted above all in discussing this word is 

that fit is a hapax legomfenon and as such there is a great deal 

of difficulty in establishing the meaning. Hengstenberg, Ols— 

hausen, Baethgen, and Duhm, cited by Delitzsch and Briggs, in- 

terpret the word as meaning "push upon pushe" Delitzsch adopts 

"by hasteningse" (Delitzsch, opeGite, VolelIII,pe360.) Briggs’ 

interpretation is "the place of utter thrusting out." (Briggs, 

OpeCit.eVolelI,pe506.) Koenig renders it "Abgrund." If, then, 

the meaning of nanI 2) is a subject of so much conjecture, 

& positive assertion that it is an Aramaism becomes impossible. 

According to the studies of Prof. Wilson, this word is found 

in no other language or dialect except the Old Testament Hebrew. 

(Wilson, Erinceton TheoleKeview, Vol-XXIII, Noe2, pe254.) There- 

fore, it is aboard to speak of borrowing from the Aramaic. 

Judged according.to fom, j1 211 12 is a good Hebrew 

word. The noun nan q 2 is an example of an analogous forma 

tione (Is.14,4-) 
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The root from which this tioun is derived occurs in Hebrew. 

| It is found in 2 Chr.26,26 and several times in iisther. Ajl-— 

though these passages are found in late documents, that does 

not make the word late, as has been stated above. And even if 

3) Tl] is @ late word, that does not make it an Aramaism. 
Tost 

6 517] t "corner", Fs ol44,12.0 

The only authority to be found who accepts this word as an 

4ramaism is Kautzsch.e (Kautzsch, opeCite,pe27.) The arguments 

advanced for his claim are evidently the infrequent occurrence 

of the word and the appearance in 4ramaic of the same worde 

In answer to the first argument, let it be said that 5S!” |} 

is used in Hebrew as a term of architecturee It is used of the 

corners of an altar and of a corner decoration. As such a term 

it would naturally have a limited use. , 

Also in Zech.9,12, this same word is employed. This instance 

is prima facie evidence that v7 1? is a good Hebrew word. 

Compared to forms like §)* NY > 0 "LAND » and 

) Slsea) UA » this word has a formation well established in   Hebrewe 

Frof. Wilson's investigations show that this word occurs in 

Hebrew, Arabic, New Hebrew, New Aramaic and Syriace (Wilson, 

Princeton TholeReview, VoleXKII1, Noe2, pe259-) Thus, since the   
word occurs in the three main branches of the Semitic family, the 

prima facie evidence leads to accepting 4) "yt ‘a8 @ common stock 

worde
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- | Pt “to erect", Fs.145,14; 146,8- 

Without giving any grounds, Driver refers to pt as 

an 4ramaism. (Driver, opeCite, ped?4-) Likewise, Kautzsch. 

calis this verb an incontestable Sramaian. Zhe facts to which 

the latter makes reference in order to make his view plausible 

are the rare use of the word pa Hebrew, the occurrence of the 

same word in Aramaic, and the employment of 2 to introduce the 

object of the infinitive according to the Aramaic mamer. 

The inadmissibility of the rage use of a word as proof for 

its being an Aramaism has been commented on above, and all] that 

was said there in general will ayply in this case. That the 

object of this word in the first reference is introduced by ? 

after the Aramaic fashion is not necessarily an indication that the 

author, when dealing with ‘ph » perceived its foreign character 

and that, consequently, it has the requisites of an Aramaism. For 

in Ps.146,8 the same construction is used without the e e Furéher- 

more, although 6 has been called the Aramaic nota accusativa by 

grammar ians to dieciseatan it fron 0 e » there is no good reason 

for not beldeving ° to be an additional nota acousat iva in Hebrew 

beside DY an as such to belong to good Hebrew. for already in 

the oldest documents this construction is found, occurring in Num. 

10,25( —9 Dax ). 
Noteworthy is the fact that critics who otherwise readily 

catalogue infrequent words as Aramaisms find the evidence too 

little in the case of this word to permit its being called an 

Aramaism.e Briggs says, "There is no good reason for taking it as 

@ late word." (Briggs, Opecite, Volell, pe529e) 

A study of the passages where *)P} occurs shows that this 

verb means "to erect into an upright yosition: and to sustain thus." 

As no other Hebrew word, used to express the idea "to raise", ex- 
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presses exactly the score of PY » there is no good reason 

for supposing that pr is not a current Hebrew word which 

was employed when this ;articular concept was intended. 

Wilson's studies have brought to light that this very 

verb is used in Hebrew, Babylonian, Arabic, Ezra, New Hebrew, 

New Aramaic, Syriac, Falestinian Syriac and Mandean. (Wilson, 

Frinceton “heolReview, VoleHXIII, No.2, pe259-) Being found 

already in Babylonian, this verb is in no wise original with 

the Aramaeans. It could rather be a Babylonianism in Hebrew 

as the Babylonian literary documents antedate the earliest Hebrew 

documentse However, it is also found in 4rabic. Therefore, it 

had better be regarded as common property of the Semitic language. 

ng n "to rejoice". P5e21,7s 

Practically the only scholar to class nq as an Aramaism 

is Kautzsch. He opines: 

"Angesicht dieses so Yusserst spurlichen 
Gebrtgehs ist wohl nicht zu bezweifeln,dass in 
TW das im Jud.— Aram¥ischen und Syrischen 

vielgebrauchtes Mquivalent ftir das ebenso hiufige 
hebr. N24 vorliegt " (Kautzsch, opeCite, ped0-) 

The main assertion of this sentence by which Kautzsch sub= 

stantiates his claim is that the word is rare. The validity of 

this cleim was tested in a previous paragraph and it was found 

that the rare use of a word must be discounted as evidence of its 

being an Aramaism. ‘his applies with equal force to the word in 

quest ione 

Furthremore, it is held that {1-1 1] is an Aramaic substi- 

tute for the good Hebrew Nl 2 da e More natural, however, is 

the explanation that |] q n is a synonym for the good Hebrew 

nod ine For on the analogy of other languages it is natural 

that the prime emotions like rejoicing should be expressed also 
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in Hebrew at least by several synonyms. While the limited 

use of 11 1 n makes it impossible to distinguish between 

the type of rejoicing expressed by nin and that expressed 

by nD ds » nevertheless, a comparison of. the number of times 

each one occurs suggests that nod is a general term, while 

TN) qn is more specific. This comparison extended to the 

substantives derived from these roots reveals the same fact, 

even if such a comparison is limited to the late documents. 

In Nehemiah nly N occurs once; nNDds » four times. In 

the two books of Chronicles nv nN occurs once; nN N94 

eleven times. according to this tabulation, prima facie evidence 

points to the fact that each writer was acquainted with both words, 

employing, however, the general term more often than the specific. 

In addition to what has been said, there are good reasons 

for supposing that the root nin is well established in Hebrew. 

A derivative of this root is found, namely, ny nN referred 

to abovee David in Psalm 21,7 used the phrase nnga a 

Wt 2) . This shows. his acquaintance with bokth roots. 

Wilson has found this word in Babylonian. (Wilson, Frince— 

ton Theoleheview, VoleXXIII, Noe2, pe257-) This fact points to 

a Babylonianism in Hebrew rather than an Aramaisn. 

e nin "fo show", P6e19,de 

Gunke1 speaks of this word as Aramaic. (Gunkel, opeCite, 

pe76.) ‘The same view is entertained by Kautzsch, who remarks 

that it is "das gemeinaremMische Mquivalent fur hebr. 1°) 1)e" 

(Kautgzsch, opeCite, pede) 

The occurrence of }) 1 1) in several instances were one 

might expect Van ought be no reason for calling it an Aramaism. 
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For the type of word which is peing considered easily explains 

this and accounts for its limited us@e. 

T'1T) is @ poetic wrd. For it occurs only in poetic 
Tr e 

passaages. Some of:the greatest scholars consider it as such. 

Briggs calls it a poetic form. (Briggs, opecite, Volell,pel72e) 

Green lists it as a word not found in prose. (Green, op.cite, 

pel9.) Likewise, Bleek embodies this wrd in his list of good 

Hebrew, poetic wordse (Bleek, Einleitung in das Alte Testament, 

Berlin, 1870, pe92e) 

Othex considerations which stamp the word as good Hebrew 

are: It occurs elsewhere in Scripture, namely, Job 52,10,176 

Davis accepts it as a common Semitic stock. He remarks: "It 

is common to several Semitic languages; it belongs to the 

Semitic stock." (Davis, Frinceton Theol-Review, Yolel1l1,No.3, 

ped7Ze) 

The context in which the word is used necessitated the 

Fsalmist's smploying a more unusual word. Davis explains it 

thus: 

"While singing his hymn and while yet unfolding 
his first thought, he had practically exhausted the 
ordinary synonyms of two words; and he was obliged 
to draw upon tems of rarer use in literature. He 
had already employed the verb declare, show, utter; 
and he needed another verb of similar meaning. The 
poverty of the English language is revealed by the 
fact that the translators repeat the word show. The 
Hebrew poet was able to give expression to the same 
idea in a fourth form, hiwah, belonging to common 
Semitic stocke" ‘(Davis, Frinceton Theol. Review, 
Vol.eIilI, Noed, ped7Ze) 
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: nan "Riddle", Ps49,5« 

4mong the commentators on this word whose works were 

accessible, Kautzsch is the only one who regards this word as 

an Aramaism. Following de Lagarde, Kautzsch has assigned an 

interesting develoyment to this word which deserves to be re- 

produced so that the entire discussion may become more compre— 

hensible. In his view 1) a . Tl comes from the Syriac ‘Ines 7 

the same verb as the Hebrew TOY. From this root the noun 

n aq TN x was formed. In the course of time the « was 

dropped and the word became (j/] al “T) - Kautgsch concludes his 

discussion with the remark: 

"Fir die"Ubernahme aus einem aram. Dialekt ist 
das “1 statt } eusrechender Bewois." (Kautzsch, ope 
Cite, peddle) 

In general it must be said the stages of develoyment through 

which the word passed according to Kautzsch. in order to reach its 

present form, are highly artificial. Whether he considers these 

stages in develoyment to have taken ylace in the «ramaic and the 

word in its final form to have been taken over into Hebrew or not 

is not stated. ‘his indefiniteness will make a refutation somewhat 

difficult. 

The following stateménts, however, deserve mention. ‘the root 

of nT Tl is evidently $1117] - or in Hezel7,2 the author 

waitass, Sup 2U\)) T°T VAN. the author is plainly 
using nun? T] and $4 2 as cognate objects of “1:] 7) and eAD 

respectively. urthermore, upon an examination of all the ype- 

aleph roots which Harper lists as occurring more than twenty-five 

times, no derivatige is found which drops the first radical. If, 

then, 11 a 7Tl is derived from “10x » 2 purely hypothetical 

case is advanced. ‘inally, 1] pl > Tl is a good Hebrew noun forma- 
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tion from ayin-jodh and ayin-waw roots. As examples will 

sorve: nN] “a3 nips nQ "Zi. 

Attention must also be called to the fact that the root 

1 NN actually occurs in Hebrew in a meaning which has 

nothing in common with the root from which nl N is to 

pe derived, Hez.21,21l. 

There are other grounds for accepting nd % nN as a 

good Hebrew word. It occurs already in early Hebrew literature, 

namely, Num.14,12 and 1 Kings 10,1. ‘The latter passage even 

critics accept as one of the oldest. 

According to wilson, this word in form Qndmeaning occurs 

only in Hebrew and Babylonian. (Wilson, Frinceton Theol.keview, 

Vol.XXIII, Noe2, pe 255.) In no wise can it be said that the 

word was loaned from Aramaice 

. 2Da "to cover", Fs.119,69. 

Among the commentators examined, Kautzsch is the only one 

to regard this word as en Aramaism. The grounds to support his 

claim are the usual ones: the rare use of the word, the use of 

the same word in dramaic, and the late appearance of the word. 

In addition to this, Kautzsch observes: 

"Der genuin-hebraische Stamm ist vielléicht in 
2 PD Fl Minche, Ez.13,10 ff., erhalten." 

(Kautzsch, OpeCit «, pede) 

In answer to these claims several additional remarks to 

what has been said in a general way deserve to be made. First 

of all, ou occurs in Hebrew only in a figurative sense. 

Dhere is, then, no good ground for supposing it to be the same 

word as the Aramaic SDA e ‘urthermore, Sy 5) does not 

show the original Hebrew roote Yor oy gl "a substance for cover— 

ing, paint" does not come from a root S90 "to cover", but 
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from 220 "to be insipid" according to Koenig. 

That D)/a is a good Hebrew word is testified by 

its occurrence in other Hebrew documents besides the Fsaims. 

It occurs, namely, twice in Job, Job 15,4 and 14,17. 

Wilson classes this word as appearing in Hebrew, Babylonian, 

New Hebrew and New Aramaic. (Wilson, Frinceton Theol. heview, 

Vol. XKIII, Noe2, pe 257.) Again, the conclusion is more natzral 

that the word is a Babylonianism in Hebrew than an Aramaism. 

2 n= "burden", Ps 55,256 

Briggs defines this word as "lot" and considers it an Ara= 

maism. This view is maintained by Kautzsch who remarks: 

"Alles erwogen, bleibt die Annahme eines arame 
Substantivs in der Bedentung 'Schicksal' das Wahr=- 
scheinlichste." (Kautzsch, opeCite, ped7e) 

While it is true that this word is unusual and causes some 

difficulty in interpreting, nevertheless, the root 20° fron 

which authorities derive this word is well established in Hebrew. 

It occurs as early as Gen.29,21 in the imperative form n2Q e 

According to Robert Dick Wilson's investigations this word 

is not found in root, form and meaning in any other language or 

dialect except Hebrew. (Wilson, Frinceton Theole Review, Yole 

XXIII, Noe2, pe252.) Consequently, a case of borrowing is evi- 

dently out of the question. 

5 VP? "honor", P8eB37,203 49,15e216 

a Kautzsch is practically the only commentator who calls VR : 

an Aramaism. The reason for his view can be summed up thuss 

The root is gemine Hebrew; but in the sense of "honor" it has 

‘been taken over from the Aramaice Also the getal form of the 

noun argues for an Aramaisme 
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One point that comes into consideration in connection 

with this word is the form. ‘The assumption is that a noun 

formation with a schwa in the first syllable and a patach in 

the second is typical of the Aramaic. Although this particular 

ymoun formation is quite prevalent among Aramaic nouns, this 

does not in any way necessitate the conclusion that it is not a 

good Hebrew formation and that, consequently, YP? is borrowed 

from Aramaice On the basis of nouns like 2%) 2» V2 0 and 

>) XG TR? appears to be a med Hebrew word. Objection 

may be voiced on the grounds that 1990 and 2 5\D are also 

Aramaic formations. Nevertheless, even critics admit that “NN aA 

is a good Hebrew word. 

The main issue in Kautzsch's argument for accepting VR? 

a8 an aramaism is the meaning of the worde He admits that the 

verb P= has the meaning "to be heavy" and also "to be 

esteemed" (1 Sam.18,30)- Furthermore, he admits that the root 

7?P? in the sense "worth" is good Hebrewe Now, if. the root in 

the one instance can have the related meanings, there surely can 

be no reason why iP cannot have developed the meaning "honor" 

without borrowing from the Aramaic. . 

The strongest proof against an Aramaic loan-word in the 

case of TR* is this that it occurs also in Babylonian end 

Arabic according to Wilson. (Wilson, Princeton Theol. Keview, 

Vol. XXIII, Noe2, pe258.) 

: NQD "full moon", Ps. Bl, 40 

Kautzsch stands quite alone in regarding j|)0 5 as an 

Aramaisme HiS owm words will best explain his position: 

"Vielmehr ist es nur nattirlich, dass die 
im Hebr.e feilende und doch schwer zu entbehrende 
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Bezeichnung des Vollmonds gern aus dem arame 
Sprachbereich erganzt werde." (Kautzsch, ope 
Cite, DelZe) 

At the outset it is to be noted that Kautzsch hes no 

facts to bolater up his conclusion, but is merely making 

some conjectures. 

Kautzech assumes that a term for full moon was lacking 

in Hebrew. Now, the idea of a full moon evidently existed 

from the earliest times. Is it to be supposed that this 

idea passed from generation to generation for more then some 

ten centuries without a proper appellation until during the 

post=-exilic time an appropriate term was found in the language 

of the Aramaeans? 

This word is also found by other writers. Solomon uses 

it, Frove7,20. Thus the prima facie evidence argues for a 

current Hebrew worde Objections may be raised on the ground 

that in the one passage this word is written with an algph and 

in the other with a he. But this interchange of aleyh and he 

is not unusual; the Hebrew word for sleep is written J IN 

as well as nd LA e KXKautzsch says concerning this he: 

"It is evident that final 1 as a vowel 
letter has only an orthographical importance." 
(Kautzsch, Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar, transe by 
Cowley, p82.) 

According to Wilson this word is found in Fhoenician. (Wilson, 

Frinceton Theole Keview, Vole XXIII, NOe2, pe261-) Judged by 

Kautzsch's owm standard that, if a' word occurs in the Canaanite 

language, it has no ground for being called an Aramaism, this 

word cannot be an Aramaisme 
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. S*daD maze", Pae 74,6. 

Brown regards this word as an Aramaic loan-word. 

Kautzsch supports this view because it appears only in the 

Mischna and Judean Aramaice 

First of all, the root of this noun is well established 

in Hebrew. It occurs in the early as well as late writ ings. 

This in itself is a good ground for supposing SAD to 

be @ current Hebrew word. In view of such Hebrew nouns and 

adjectives as Pp” 1%, m= DO » wale wets Vo > 

Ln? 2A » this noun fomation, although perhaps somewhat un- 

usual, is not foreign to the Hebrew. <énother noun which signi- 

fies an implement somewhat related to an axe, We Dds "knife", 

has exactly the same formation. 

The root meaning "to knock against" readily permits a noun 

formation which means "an instrument for knocking against -" 

This will seem more natural when it is remembered that the re- 

peated knocking against, an idea associated with the implement, 

is indicated by the intensive stem. 

Objection may be raised on the grounds that the piel of 

Du 2 does not occur in Hebrew and therefore a noun forma~ 

tion from this stem is impossible. Upon an examination of 

Harper's list of verbs occurring only in the simple and Gauantive 

stems, it is found that several of these have derivations which 

are formed from an intensive stem: @efe, a hie T2 eet 2Y, yin 42 

ial. =e 

Being the name of an implement, this word evidently has an 

origin that must be associated with the inventing of the imple- 

ment. Again, as an implement of this type, the word S* a> 

is a technical term and therefore would be used but seldom. 
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. na AKID "welfare", Pse 68,7 

Kautzsch remarks on this word as follows: 

"Sicher gehort von diesem Stamme zu den 
Aramaismen )~) 4A\> Ps.68,7." (Kautzsch, 
Ope Cites pe 440) pe 

The Syriac word kuschschara is regarded the same as the 

word under discussion. Although it is possible that both 

words have the same root, they do not have the same form, and 

consequently a case of borrowing becomes very improbable. 

Moreover, indications are that the text in this instance 

is probably corrupt and that nN IAI ‘)D.is a better reading 

than T1441 D2. First, many of the versions lesa to an 

original §) 1 /AIDD: the Lxxhas ér drdeecn ; the Vulgate 

and the Version of Jerome have "in fortitudine"; Symmachus has 

és dwidvscy and Theodotian has eés edVSeyee Secondly, 

a 2 may have easily been mistaken for a D by a copyist; such 

errors are found elsewheree For example, in 2 Chrone2z2,2 a D, 

the symbol for twenty, has been mistaken for a 9D, the symbol 

for forty. (Dr. Fuerbringer, Theologische Hermeneutik, St. 

Louis, 1912, p.7.-) Thirdly, 71 Li 4 would be int imately 

related to ) *A\° 2 which also means "condition of prosperitys;" 

Fs .26,12. But regardless of which reading is adopted, the evi- 

dence is too insufficient to maintain that 1) 1) /A 1D is an 

Aramaisme 

e ys "to talk haltingly", Fs.114,1l. 

Kautzsch explains this word as an Aramaism on the grounds 

that it has a yarallel root in sramaic. 

is has been shown above, this fact must be discredited as 

proof. 
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In connection with this word it must be noted that 

ry S is the only word in Hebrew which expresses the idea 

of "halting talk" or specifically of "speaking in a foreign 

tongue." If, then, this word was taken over from the Aramaic, 

the Hebrews passed the greater part of their history without 

having a word to express this particular idea, which surely 

was not foreign to theme 

Wilsonsfinds show that this word appears in Arabic. 

(Wilson, Princeton Theol. Heview, Vole XXIII, Noe2,pe.259-) 

Since this word is found in the three main branches of the 

Semitic language, there is good reason for supposing it to be 

comon Semitic stocke 

. 142 "to give over", Fs.89,45~ 

In explaining the verb nN s) 1 12 Kautzsch states 

that here "liegt aram. 142 sicher vor." (Kautzsch, op.Ccit., 

pe48.) 

Wilson places this word among those "whose classification 

depends upon pointing and other doubtful indications." (Wilson, 

Princeton Theol. heview, Vole XXIII, Noe2.) The question is 

whether {| | 1 AD should not be read = []) QQ ‘110 on the 

basis of wonacene like Micah 1,6 where the fom n Sa an 

occurs in the meaning "hurling downe" If this reading is ac- 

cepted, then the verb that is being discussed is not V2. 7 

but >) 4] - Although the matter will never be solved suffi- 

ciently, nevertheless, it is quite absurd to say with absolute 

certainty, in view of such indefiniteness, that the verb under 

discussion is an Aramaisme 
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. ‘Pp © "to mock", Pa. 75,86 

Gunkel speaks of this verb as having a meaning according 

to the Aramaic, "nach dem Aramaischene” (Gunkel, ope Cite, 

pedl7.) Kautzsch remarks: 

"So sehe ich keinen Grund, die Herkunft 
des Wortes aus dem Aram¥ischen mit Buhl in 
Frage zu stellen." (Kautzsch, opeCite, pebde) 

The limited information available does not permit the 

positive conclusion that “psd is an Aramaism. Being a 

hapax legommenon, its meaning is difficult to establish. If 

it means "to speak wickedly" as the Authorized Version renders 

it, then this is the only word which the Hebrew has meaning 

specifically "to speak wickedly", and as such there is no good 

reason for supposing that this word did not exist in the Hebrew 

language from early times. 

According to Robert Dick Wilson's investigations this 

word is found in Hebrew, New Aramaic, Syriac, Falestinian 

Syriac and Mandeane On this evidence it might be suspected 

of being an 4ramaism. As to sound, form and sense, however, 

it may just as well be a primitive Semitic worde 

0 xn? "to strike", Ps. 98, &. 

4mong prominent commentators Kautzsch is the only one to 

Class this word as an Aramaism. He considers it an Aramaic 

substitute for the good Hebrew verb no u e 

In Hebrew this verb is used specifically to denote a 

gesture of the hand. Therefore, this word might well be re- 

garded a good Hebrew synonym for n2 nD . 

This word is found elsewhere in Hebrew literature, namely, 

in Ise 35,12 and Hez.25,6. ‘hese facts lead to calling eng 

a current Hebrew worde 
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The tabulations of Wilson show that this word is 

found also in Babyloniane (Wilson, Frinceton Theol.ite= 

view, Vol. XXIII, Noe2, pe258-) Consequently, xno 

may well be a Babylonianism in Hebrew. Since it is a re—- 

cognized fact that Babylonianisms entered the Hebrew lang- 

uage and since the Babylonian language was prior to the 

Hebrew, the possibility becomes quite plausible. 

: ring "haven", Pee 107, 30. 

Brown considers this word a loan-word and interprets it 

"city". Giesebrecht, cited by Kautzsch, calis it an "unver— 

kennbsrer Aramaismus", and to this view Kautzsch readily agrees. 

The first fact to be noted in connection with this word 

is that in aramaic its usual meaning is "city, market=place". 

If, then, the Hebrew loaned this word, why dia it not adopt it 

in this meaning but in the meaning “haven"? 

In answer to this question it will be stated that ying 

has the meaning "city" in the verse in question. Although it 

is true that there is some difficulty in establishing the mean— 

ing of this word definitely as it is a hapaz legomyenon, never— 

theless, there are several considerations which make "haven" 

the better interpretation of this word. It fits into the 

figure which is used in this verse and the preceding onee The 

LXX has évt Jsnére . And it is translated thus by many com 

mentatorse 

Taken in the sense of "haven", this word would have but 

limited use in Hebrew. For being an inland people, the Hebrews 

would find little occasion to use this word. However, this 

does not say that the idea of "haven" was foreign to them. 
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In view of the navigation under Solomon's time, this idea 

must have been among the Hebrews at an early time. 

The list of Wilson shows that this word appears also 

in Babylonian. (Wilson, Frinceton Theol. Review, Vol.xXXIII, 

Noe2, pe258.) If, then, ying is not a common Semitic word, 

it is easy to see how the Hebrews took this word from the 

Babylonians rather than from the Aramaeans. 

e 4 29 "to pine away", Fse 106, 43. 

In discussing this word Kautzsch states; 

"In allen drei Belegen liegt die Grund- 
bedentung des gemenaram. Stammes 2D vor." 
(Kautzsch, opecite, pe57e) 

4s to sound or form there is no reason why this word 

should be regarded as an d4ramaism. 

Qn the basis of kobert Dick ‘iilson's tabulations this 

Word occurs, besides in Hebrew, only in New Hebrew and New 

aramaice (Wilson, Frinceton Theol. Keview, VoleXXIII, Noe2, 

pe256.) As the documents of the latter dialects are all 

later than the Hebrew documents, it is more natural to suppose 

that the word is a Hebrewism in 4ramaic than vice versa. At 

any rate, the possibility of an Aramaism is excluded. 

e Y) $9 "word", Fs.19,53 159,4. 

$99 "to speak", Pse 106, 2. 

Gunkel speaks of this word as "aramfischee"  (Gunkel, 

Opecite, pe77-) Briggs makes this admission: "It (Ps. 19) 

has a single Aramaism 7129." (Briggs, opelit., VoleI, pel65.) 

Kautzsch accepts the root SS5 as Aramaic and, consequently, he 

considers the derivative n95 a@ bprrowed word. The reason for 
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his position he sums up thus: 

"Die Yerwendung ist eine so spairliche und 
berdies so spite, dass man so wenig wie bei 

$5 won einem hebr#ischen, wenn auch nur 
auf die Poesie beschrunkten \iort reden kann." 
(Kautzsch, ope Cite, peble) 

  

The main objections have been answered beforee One 

new one is raised in connection with this word. It is claimed 

that the word ne betrays its foreign character because it 

often appears in an 4ramaic plural ending. However, this is 

not the case. Although the ending in )*" is called the Aramaic   ending, it is considered good Hebrew usage and in no wise re— 

veals the foreign character of a worde For it is used as the 

plural formation of certain nouns in early sections, Ge&e, 

Va 11.» 2 Kings 11,33; Vso » 2 Kings 11,13. Gesenius 

speaks of this ending as a "poetical use” found "in some of the 

oldex and even oldest portions." (Kautzsch, Gesenius' Hebrew 

Grammar, transe by Cowley, pe242.) Another fect that speaks for 

regarding Tes @ well established Hebrew ending is that n? 2 

occurs in the Book of Job in the plural form of Tas well as 

in thate DQ? ~ .» indicating thereby that both forms are 

equally well known to the Hebrew language. 

The early appearance of this word demands that it be credited 

as good Hebrew. It occurs in 2 Same 23,2. ‘the root of this word 

occurs already in Gen.21,7, the passage where Sarah is reflect— 

ing on the birth of Isaac. However, in this passage an attempt 

has been made to explain the appearance of this word. Ksautzsch   
thinks that the speaker intentionally chose the foreign word on 

account of the elevated speech. This observation holds just as 

well if one considers SS5 & poetic word; for in elevated 

speech one readily employs poetic diction. 
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In addition to the remarks above, it deserves mention 

that some of the ablest scholars consider nS a poetic 

word of the Hebrew language. Green inserts it in his list. 

(Green, opecite, pel9.) Also Bleek speaks of this word as 

poetic. (Bleek, opecite, pe9S5e) 

Davis remarks to 79D in Fs. 19: 
vT < 

"He (the Fsalmist) had also used speech, 
words, voice, lines he required yet another noun 
of the same import and found it at hand, although 
common in 4ramaic, among his ow people in their 
use of the root mille]. nd it does not escape 
attention that a poet is using language; and 
poetry is conspicuous in the literature of all 
peoples by reason of its fondness for rare ex— 
pressions." (Davis, Frinceton Theol. Keview, 
Vol.III, Noed, Pe 3756) 

Wilson's study shows that this word occurs in some ten 

different Semitic languages and dialetcs. (Wilson, Brince— 

ton Theol. Keview, Vol. XXIII, Noe2, pe261-) From this fact 

the conclusion lies close at hand that $9 is common 

Semitic stocke 

e 30g "to descend", Fs. 58,53 18,35; 65,11. 

The view entertained by Kautzsch is that S\N is the 

general Aramaic equivalent of the Hebrew 11" - His objec- 

tion to this word as being good Hebrew is voiced in these 

words: "Der Gebrauch von a0] ist durchweg spite." (Kautzsch, 

OPeCite, Peb4e) 

This objection, however, is unfounded. This word is em 

bodied in documents which critics regard as pre-exilice In 

Joel 4,11 and in 2 Same22,55 the word is used. This usage 

is not limited to one or two writers. Jeremiah uses the 

word, Jere21,13; Solomon knows the word, Frovel7,10. The 

Psalms in which it occurs are abl demonstrably Davidic. 

:



  — 
Evidently it enjoyed a certain familiarty in David's vocabu- 

lary. ‘that the root of this verb is current in Hebrew is 

attested by the derivative ¢]I]] which is found in Is.30,50. 

4uthorities express themselves to thie effect that SI/1J 

is a good Hebrew word. Noldeke says that this word can be 

old Hebrew. (Koenig, Lexicon.) 

The efforts of kobert Dick Wilson have brought to light 

thet this word is a part of the Hebrew, New 4ramaic, Syriac, 

Falestinian Syriac, Mandean, Daniel, Ezra, and Falmyrene 

vocabulary. (Wilson, Frinceton theol. Review, VoleXXIII, 

Noe2, peL56.) While this evidence is not conclusive, it may 

strengthen the conclusion that was intimated above, namely, 

that 0 nd is a good Hebrew poetic word. 

- 1D "to end", Ps.75, 19. 

His reasons for terning this word as a clear Aramaism 

Kautzsch voices thus: 

."Immerhin zeigt der tlheraus spu#rliche und 
syte Gebrauch des Stammes im Hebr#ischen, dass 
er dort = wenn einst vorlenden — v8llig vergessen 
und erst aus dem Aram#ischen widder eingeflihrt war." 

(Kautzsch, op.cite, pe68-) ; 

In the light of the refutation given above, these argu= 

ments become ineffective. 

There are, however, some positive considerations. This 

verb is used elsewhere inHebrew documents, namely, 18.66,17.« 

4Me5,15. Besides, this root has a derivative which appears in 

early documents; *|/© ond occurs in Joel 2,20.
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- ne D "to despise”, Fs.119, 118. 

Kautzsch emphatically declares this word to be an 

Aramaisme Other critics take a more moderate stand and 

regard it a late worde 

4s this word is a hapax legomyenon, it is difficult to 

establish the shade of meaning implied by this word by whch 

it can be distinguished from other Hebrew words meaning 

"despise." But as a verb expressing some human emotion it 

may well be a synonym for OX or nT2 ° 

According to Wilson's investigations this word is also 

found in Babylonian. (Wilson, Princeton Theol. keview, 

VoleXXI11, Noe2, pe257-) In view of this it will hardly be 

possible to maintain that 122 is an Aramaian. 

. P2a "to go up", Pse139, 8 

Briggs speaks of this word as an Aramaism. (Briggs, op. 

Cite, pe500, volelI.) Ferowne also calls the form in this 

verse an 4ramaism but derives it from the root ?P ) 4s 

(Ferowne, The Psalms, George Bell and Sons, London, 1893, 

VoleII, po%44-) Driver lists it as aramaism. (Driver, ope 

Cite, ped74e) Kautzsch speaks of this word as one of the 

"groben Aramaismene" (Kautzsch, opeCite, pelle) 

As this word is a hapex legonigenon, there is no conclusive 

proof to show that this word in Hebrew has a special meaning 

"to sacrifices" Consequently, it would be a mere opinion to 

say that it is "genau wie dfv biblisch aram." pee and 

that it is an exact equivalent of the Hebrew ney in its 

root meaning and syecific meaninge To show that ps2 has in 

all instances the same meaning as ngy > Pou has been
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brought into the discussion as the same root as p22 ’ 

the sibilants merely being changed. To this it must be 

said that pee does not occur in the meaning "to burn"; 

nor does =P oA occur anywhere in the meaning "to go up". 

Therefore, that both words are identical is purely hyrothetical. 

Sven Gesenius remarks ?P GAN is not "identical" with pee e gee 

« >DY "foilage", Ps. 104, 12. 

“ith but @ brief discussion Kautzsch concludes: 

"Offenbar ist dieses ~ DY das aram. Aquivalent 
fur hebr. noy e" (Kautzsch, Ope Cite, pe7le) 

Compared to nouns like ~J ¥ and >on, this noun is 

unquestionsbly a good Hebrew word. 4nd as far as the Psalas 

are concerned it is used just as often as the current Hebrew, 

Ney. so - 

In Wilson's article this word is listed as appearing in 

Hebrew, Babylonian, New Hebrew and New Aramaic. (Wilson, 

Frinceton Theol. Keview, Vole XXIII, Noe2, pe257.-) As the 

Aramaic dialetts in which this word appears are later than 

the Hebrew documents, a case of borrowing from the Aramaic is 

impossible. If anything, DY is a Babylonianism in Hebrew. 

- IAAVY “thought, Ps.146,4. 

A haypax legomfenon and an Aramaism are Briggs' comments 

on this word. (Briggs, Opecite, Volell, pedd2-) Kautzsch 

holds, because the root is Aramaic, therefore the noun Tin iy ; 

dervied from that root, is an Aramaism. 

As to the root of this word it is found already in Jonah 

1,6- So the prima facie eviderice points to a current Hebrew 

roote 
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Much of the objection to this noun is called forth 

by the form. For it is held that nouns in }ivare specifically 

Aramaic. However, nouns ending in \i- occur in Hebrew 

"in all ages of the literature; and they are found, also, 

in Babylonian, Assyrian and arabic, as well as in New Hebrew 

and Aramaic." (Wilson, Princeton Theol. Review, Vol.XXIII, 

Noe2, pe247e)   
+ POY "to be ola", Fs.6,8- 

Although Kautgsch admits that this root in the meaning 

"to advance" is common Semitic stock, nevertheless, in the 

meaning "to be old", he considers it an Aramaism, for accord= 

ing to him this meaning has been adopted from the sramaic. 

In answer to this view it must be said that the idea of 

"advancing" is not too far removed from that of "being old" 

that the latter could not be a specific meaning derived from 

the current Hebrew root ? ay "to advance". In English the 

relations between the two ideas is portrayed in the phrase 

"advanced in years." The latin has a -similar- expression, 

namely,"aetate provihie" In Arabic this root occurs in the 

meanings "to precede", "pass forth", "become free", "grow old.” 

Thus a Hebrew root in the sense of "Nadvancing"and a@iso of 

"being old" should not be considered unusual. Noteworthy is 

the fact that the author of Job shows his acquaintance with 

this root in both of its meanings. In Job 14,18 it is trans— 

lated "removed"; in Job 21,7 it is rendered "become old". 

The investigations of Wilson reveal the fact that py 

occurs in the three main branches of the Semitic language. 

(Wilson, Princeton Theol. Review, VoleXXIII, Noe2, pe259~)
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Fromthis it must be deduced that Ppily is not an Aramaism, 

but common Semitic stocke 

e 199 "to consider", Fs 48,14. 

Kautzsch comments on this word and states "ein Aramaismus 

liegt zweifellos vor." (Ksutzsch, op.cit.ep.75-) His main 

reason is that it occurs but once in Hebrew. 

However, the weakness of an argument built up on a hapax 

legommenon is also evident in the case of this word. 

Besides in Hebrew, this word has been found only in New 

Hebrew and New Aramaic. As the latter documents are all 

later than the Hebrew documents which contains the word, the 

possibility is just as great, if not greater, that the word 

has been loaned from the Hebrew by the Aramaic as from the 

Aramaic by the Hebrew. at any rate, it would be untrue to 

facts to say definitely QD is an 4ramaism. 
vv 

e TN >») "to deliver", Fs. 144, 7elOcll. 

This word is sonst een an Aramaism by Briggs and Kautzsch. 

(Briggs, opecite, VolelII, ped23; Kautzsch, ope Cite, pe74e) 

The latter recognizes 1% Sin the meaning "to open" as a good 

Hebrew word, but in the meaning "to deliver" it has, he holds, 

been influenced by the 4ramaice 

There can be no question that the root is good Hebrew. 

It is found already in Gen.4,11. And though the idea "to de- 

liver" and "to open" are not readily associated with the same 

root, there is no evidence that the one is not a specialized 

meaning of the word while the other is a general meaning. 

That David should use this verb three times in this one 

Psalm can perhaps be explaiged as the result of the figure
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Which he has in mind the greater part of the Fsalm. 

In his paragraph on this word Kautzsch syeaks of 

"dex Ubergang zu der im aram. tiberweigenden Bedentung." 

(Kautzsch, opecite, p74.) If it was possible for the 

root nS 3 in the Aramaic to develop this special mean— 

ing, there is no reason why a similar develoyment could 

not be expected in Hebrew. Furthermore, the verb a 

shows an analogous develoyment. It has the meaning "to opsn" 

@s well as "to set free" (Ps.105,20). 

Wilson has found this root in Hebrew, Arabic, New Aramaic, 

and Syriac. (Wilson, Princeton ‘‘heol. Review, Vol.XXIII, NoeZ, 

pe259.) Since this word occurs in the main branches of the 

Semitic language, the obvious inference is that j) $2 is com 

mon Semitic stock. 

e “plas "to deliver", Fs. 7,53; 136,24. 

Among the commentators examined, Kautzsch is found to be 

the only one who regards this word as an Aramaism. Admitting, 

however, that the root is current in early Hebrew, he considers 

it an Aramaism only in the sense of "to deliver". 

4s in the previous word, the two meanings in which this 

word appears are not so far removed that they camnot be derived 

from the same root. The root idea of this verb is "to separ= 

ate"; this could then be taken in a pregnant sense "to separ— 

ate from something, as from chains or from a yoke (Gen.27,40)", 

a meaning which would fit well to the meaning "to deliver". 

4s having bearing on this discussion, it should be remembered 

that the majority of Hebrew verbs have a concrete idea at the 

basis from which a more abstract idea is developed. 
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This word is placed by Wilson anong those which eppear 

in Hebrew, Arabic, Daniel, New Hebrew, New Aramaic, Syriac, 

and Palestinian Syriac. (Wilson, Frinceton Theol. Keview, 

Vole XXIII, Noe2, pe260-) From this the inference is justi- 

fied that pr2® is common property of the Semitic languages. 

S We JP "possession", Fs. 104,243 105,31. 

Critics readily class this word as an Aramaism.Lagarde, 

cited by Kautzsch, speaks of it as "aus dem Aram. in das Hebru- 

ische hertibergenommenen Vokabel.n." (Kautzsch, cuscitee De77-) 

The main reason why critics reject i ] P as good 

Hebrew is on account of the formation. They hold that the 

ending = is typically Aramaic. As stated in anothér connec— 

tion, nouns ending in ] are found in all the principal 

branches of the Semitic languagee Strack remarks: " 1e ist 

wahrscheinlich ursemitische Avatrextontinae ct (Strack, op.cite, 

pe20.) "Besides in many cases, as in W ou. the nouns 

cannot have been derived from the Aramaic, simply because they 

have been found in no Aramaic dialect of any age." (Wilson, 

Princeton Theol. heview, YoleXXIII, Noe2, pe247.) So why 

should le TP not be a good Hebrew form? 

The root of this noun is well established in Hebrew. The 

noun itself occurs in this very meaning already in Gen. 34,235. 

In this same passage i IP is paralleled with j) IP?» a 

word which critics hold to be the good Hebrew word which is 

being supplanted by iE >) e From this passage it would seem 

that both words are current in Hebrew. 

Upon examination of the derivatives from verbs that have 

a@ nun for the second radical and a he for the third, it becomes 
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evident that just those roots which occur rather fre— 

quently have a derivative with the ending Ire This 

permits the conclusion that es is a more unusual ending, 

but is used to form additional nouns in such instances 

where a root, due to its frequent use, has the usual types 

of derivatives already. 

: 27? "war", Poe 55,22; 68,51; 78,9; 144,1. 

Kautzsch objects to this word as being current Hebrew 

because it appears in late documents in the ylace of 1 on 29 

and because it is un Aramaic noun formation. ‘he first reason 

has been answered sufficiently in a section abovee As to call- 

ing 271? an Aramaic formation of a noun, it can be pointed 

out that, although gqetal forms occur more frequently in sramaic 

than in Hebrew, it is, nevertheless, in view of such nouns as 

Ty ai a 29 2 and Wd » @ good Hebrew noun fomation. 

The root occurs very early in Hebrew, being found any 

number of times in Genesis. Jurthermore, the verb 21P oc= 

curs in a special sense "to approach for battle” (Judges 20,24). 

The noun itself occurs in a section considered to be early, 

namely, 2 Samel7,lle 

The word 27P appears according to Wilson also in Baby- 

lonian. (Wilson, Princeton Theol. Review, Vol-XXIII, Noe2, pe 

258.) @ his is an indication that a Babylonianism rather an 

Aramaism is the topic of discussion. 
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. 127 "myriad", Fee 68,186 

In the Lexicon of Brown, Driver and Briggs 1) 

is called a "later Aramaizing synonym"of 0227 » and 

Eautzsch definitely concludes it to be a borrowed word. 

According to ‘Wilson's investigation this word written 

x) 2 4 occurs in Semitic documents only in the Hebrew 

of the Old Testament and in that of the Talmud. From this 

fact he draws the conclusion: "By no possibility, therefore, 

can it be shown that any of these words were derived from 

the Aramaic." (Wilson, Frinceton Theol. heview, Vol.XXIII, 

NoeZ, pe255.) The reasoning that is followed is evidently 

clear. But ‘Wilson has failed to take cognizance of the fact   
that XID) » according to well established rules, can also 

be written ran and that this form occurs in Biblical ara- 

maic, namely, lan. 7,10. 

In addition to vhat has been said little information 

can be gathered about this word. A point worth noting is 

that }D~] is found in a document which is generally accepted 

) as yre-exilic, namely, Jonah 4,11; so there is a possibility   that this word dates from early Hebrewe 

° YQ) "to lie down", Fae 139, 3. 

Briggs calls yQ7 an Aramaism for Y2) - (Briggs, 

OpeCite, VoleLI, pe499-) Perowne remarks about this word: 

"Another apparently Aram. or later form for "I e" (Perowne, 

| OpeCite, Vole II, po444.) Kautzsch, however, doss not stop to 

call it an apparent Aramaism, but makes it definite. 

The ent ire discussion about this word centers about the 

Hebrew “JD. It is held that ya in the Hebrew is the 
aT 

same a8 -Y>~) in Aramaic. because, according to phonetic laws, 
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an ayin in the one is a zade in the other. If Y2 } 

and Y 27 are the same word, the ayin in the Hebrew 

does not necessarily need to be accounted for by Aramaic 

influences. It may indicate a Hebrew dialect. in the 

one dialect the word was spoken with a softer consonant 

in the third place; in the other with a harder. ‘the ex— 

  

istence of such dialects in Hebrew is substantiated by 

Judges 12,6 where the Ephraimites said sibboleth for 

Shibboleth. 

However, there is no good reason for not taking YO)? 

a8 common Semitic stock. «or it appears in the three main 

branches of the Semitic language. wilson has found the word 

in Hebrew, Arabic, New Aramaic and Syriac. (Wilson, Frince- 

ton Theol. Keview, Vole XXIII, Noe2, pe259e) 

e aay "to make a tumult", Psae Z,le   - 47°] "tumult", Ps. 55,15. 

A nay] "tumult", Pe. 64,5 

Kautzsch is rositive that this root with its derivations 

is an Aramaism. He states: 

_ "Uber den 4Aramaischen Ursprung des Hebr&ischen 
4341  # kann jedoch kein zweifel enstehen 

angesichts des sehr spaeten und spaerlichen Auf— 
tauchens des Wortes." (Kautzsch, opeCite, peSle) 

According to Wilson this root is found in Arabic in the 

same meaning. (Wilson, Frinceton Theol. keview, VYol.XXIII, 

Noe2, pe259.) This evidence speaks against its being an Ara- 

maism and points to a root of common Semitic stock. 

The derivatives that this root has just in poetry shows 

that the root was well established in Hebrew. One of the 

der ivat ives , 417 ,occurs in sense,foxm and meaning only in 

ee ——  
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Hebrew. (Wilson, Frinceton ‘‘heol. kKeview, Vol. XXIII, No.2, 

e255.) There is no reason, then, why this word should be | 

@ loan=-word. 

Even critics who are ready to call every infrequent 

Word an Aramaism consider this word to be good Hebrew. 

Briggs expresses himself to this effect that Z{ Pm isa 

good Hebrew word. (Briggs, opecit., Volel, pelde) 

- Y ] "thought", Ps. 139,2.17. 

When Briggs takes up the discussion of this word, he 

states that it is "usually taken as an Aramaism." (Briggs, 

Opecit., VoleII, p.495.) Kautzsch lists it as’ an Aramaism 

about which there can be no doubt. (Kautzsch, op.cit «,p-81.) 

The critics themselves are unable to point definitely to 

a root in the Aramaic from which this word might be derived. 

Various suggestions have been made, but these suggestions re= 

main hypothetical and cannot be substituted as facts. nd it 

must be renemcesaa that in other instances critics insist upon 

a well established root from which the word may have been derived. 

This word is listed by Wilson as occurring in Hebrew alone. 

(Wilson, Frinceton Theol. Keview, Vole XXIII, Noe2, pe254.) 

Consequently, it is not found in root form and meaning din any 

other Semitic language or dialect. Such being the case, there 

can be no talk of its being a loan-word. 

- YY "to dash to pieces", Fse2,9. 
Sp 

Kautzsch lists this word as an Aramaic loan-word and calls 

it a "gemeinaramaisches Equivalent ftir genmuin—hebr¥isch ys 
-T 

und x1 e (Kautzsch, opeCite, Peb5e)
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This root is not uncommon in pre-exilic literature. 

It is found in Job 34,24; Is. 24,19; and Frove 16,24. 

That the Hebrew has the forms YY) and YY) =a ~ 

does not say that . YY 7 was borrowed from the Aramaic. 

This may be a case of the same word in different dialects 

of Hebrewe ‘The case would be analogous to that of YD) 
= 7 

and yaa considered above. 
SY 

+ 1224) "to hope", F5.104,273119,166; 145,15. 

- 12 A "hoye", Fs.119,116, 146,5- 

Briggs holds this root and its derivative to be an 4ra= 

maism.e (Briggs, opecite, Yole II, 339,530.) Kautzsch speaks 

of "ein zweifelloser Aramaismus." (Kautzsch, opeGite, pe&be) 

In one place Wilson lists this word as occurring Hebrew 

and Arabic alone; and in another place as apyearing in Hebrew, 

New Aramaic, Syriac, Falestinian Syriac, Mandean, Daniel, Ezra, 

and Falmyrene. (Wilson, Frinceton Theol. heview, VoleXXIII, 

Noe2, pe255,256.) This evidence dare not be credited in this 

instance. 

Strack, however, in showing how the sibilants differ be— 

tween Hebrew and Aramaic lists ~|2 AN as @ genuine Hebrew 

word. (Strack, Biblisch-AramMfische Grammatik, Mtinchen,1921,p.13.) 

MW) als "to grow", Fee 92,15; 735,126 

Briggs calls cere word an Aramaic verbe (Briggs, OpeCite, 

Vol.II, pel148.) And Gunkel speaks of it as "aramaisievend." 

(Gunke1, opecite, peS18.) Kautzsch remarks: 

"Das tberaus spite Auftauchen des Stammes im 
Hebr¥ischen an Stelle von 22-1, 112 und 
ihren Derivaten, sowie die AligewWhnheit Yon 
und zahlreichen Derivaten im ganzen Bereich des 
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4ramfischen lassen keinen Zweife] aufkommen, dass 
wir es hier mit einem 'reinem Aramaismus’ zu tun 
haben." (lautzsch, opecite, pe86<) 

A fact that ought to be noted in connection with this 

word is that another Hebrew writer uses this verb, for it is 

several times in Jobe A derivative of this root is also 

found, namely, di. 

As a whole, the evidence is too slight to say anything 

definite as to the character of this word. 

oat) DA "to praise", Fs.65,4; 117,13 145,4; 147,13. 

This word is stamped as an Aramaism by Briggse (Briggs, 

Opecit., VoleII, p75.) Kautzséh takes the same stand. He 

says: 

"Das dieses T124\ von dem gemeinaram. ...... 
NDA eontlehnt ist, dirfte widerum durch das 

Sehr spute Auftauchens des Stammes an Stelle so 
vielgebrauchter Stumme wie JTa2. Nan: 

$7) bewiesen sein. (Kautzsch, op.cite, pe87.) 

In Arabic the same root is found. ‘hus the word is used 

in the principal branches of the Semitic languages and, con- 

sequently, the prima facie evidence points to a common Semitic 

roote Objection will, however, be raised to this on the gpound 

that in Arabic this root is also, according to Schwally (cited 

by Kautzsch, opecite, pe87-) an Aramaism. In answer to this, 

let it be said that this word occurs in Ethiopic, the documents 

of which antedate those of the sramaice 

In four of the five instances in which this word occurs 

in the Fsalms it is paralleled with other verbs signifying "to 

praise". This situation will compel the deduction that |) 2 ds 5 

although perhaps a more unusual verb, was equally well know 

to Tavid and the other Fsalm writers.   
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As this verb occurs only in poetic sections it is 

evidently a poetic word, which naturally would be used 

rarely. 

° AS "to rule", F80119,133~ 

Among the commentators examined Kautzech is the only 

one who considers DSA an aramaisme 

First of all, this root is not uncommon in yre-exilic 

literature. It occurs several times in Ecclesiastes, 2,19, 

5,18, and in other passages. A derivative of this root is 

found already in Gen.e42,6- In connection with this last yas— 

sage, Kautzsch makes an attempt to show that the derivative 

Lyn’ SLA can reasonably be considered an Aramaism in this yas— 

sage because the author uses this loan-word intentionally to 

indicate.Joseph's governorship in a foreign land. However, this 

entire theory is conjectural and tendential. and why would the 

author use just an Aramaic loan-word to create an Egyptian 

atmosphere? 

Wilson has discovered this word in Hebrew, Babylonian, 

Arabic, New Hebrew, New Aramaic, and Syriac. (Wilson, eines ton 

Theol. Keview, Vole XXIII, Noe2, peed8e) This evidence is too 

strong to regard AS ti anything else but a common Semitic 

stock word. 

- 511°71° AA "stubbornness", Ps.81,13. 

This word has been classed as an Aramaism by Kautzsch. (Op. 

Cite, pe90.) AS grounds to justify his yrocedure, he advances 

’ the absence of a verb in Hebrew from which the noun might be 

derived and the Aramaic form of this noune   
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The claim here made, however, loses 411 force in the 

light of the following facts: 

Although the root of this word is found in one or more 

of the other Semitic languages or dialects, 0 VW) A 

is not found in root, form and meaning in any one of then, 

and, therefore, the ;ossibility of its being borrowed is 

excluded. ‘The above information has been obtained from Frof. 

Wilson's tabulations at the end of his article. (Princeton 

Theol. Keview, VoleXKI11,Noe2, pe255e) 

Furthemore, the use of this word is not confined to late 

literature. It occurs already in Daut.29,18 and is a pet word 

of Jeremiah. 

There are indications that the root from which 2197) UX 

is derived is a good Hebrew roote For another good Hebrew word 

is derived from the same root, namely, VIA "muscle ." 

No valid reason exists for considering this word an Aramaic 

form. From the double ayin root 28n Hebrew has the noun 

19 ? 11). simitariy, 0117777 AN ds 2 natural eoxmat ton 

from ~\~) /)- 

= nls "to provoke", Fs.78,41. 

Briggs terms this verb an Aramaism. (Briggs, opCite, 

VoleII, pel95.-) ‘The same stand is taken by Kautzsch who gives 

as his reason merely the occurrence of a parallel verb in Ara= 

maice (Kautzsch, opecite, pe9le) 

According to the finds of Robert Vick Wilson, this word 

occurs in root and meaning only in Hebrew and Arabic. In no 

possible mamner can one speak of an Aramaisme 

In the Aramaic of Janiel the verb nls occurs, Dan.3,24. 
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But it has an entirely different meaning; it means "to 

be startled." To take IS) as the Aramaic root from 

which als might’ be derived has two convincing facts 

speaking against it: the Aramaic root has a different mean— 

ing; according to Koenig this verb is "rare". 

To sum up this evidence: Many of the words alleged 

to be Aramaism apyear in Babylonian and Arabice This is an 

indication that these belong to common Semitic stock, some 

yerhaps being Babylonianisms. Some words apyear in root form 

and meaning only in Hebrewe In no Wise can one speak of borrow— 

ing heree Furthermore, some words apyear only in Hebrew and 

New Hebrew and New 4ramaic. In such cases one may just as well 

have a Hebrewism in Aramaic as vice versa. iIn two instances 

everything depends upon the pointing of the word or upon textual 

criticism. In the case of the remaining words the evidence is 

sometimes somewhat insufficient to enable one to say definitely 

that the word is not an dramaism. Nevertheless, in those in- 

stances it is just as insufficient for saying emphatically that 

it is an Aramaism. for according to form, sense and root, these 

words may just as well be good Hebrew wordse All in ali, the 

words alleged to be Aramaisms dare not be urged as unquestioned 

Aramaisms in an attempt to assign e post-exilic date to many of 

the Fsalms. 
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